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This report summarizes information which served as the

basis for "A Guide for Estimation of Aeroacoustic Loadings

on Flight Vehicle Surfaces," AFFDL-TR-76-91, Vol. I.

This report concludes the work on Contract F33651-75-C-3017,
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background, Objective and Scope

The fluctuating pressures that act on the surfaces of

flight vehicles due to propulsion systems, surface flows and

armament tend to induce oscillatory motions of these surfaces.

These motions can induce structural fatigue, result in degra-

dation of equipment performance, and produce acoustic noise

inside the aircraft - and this noise, in turn, can have adverse

effects on the crew and on sensitive equipment. In order to

avoid these problems, the designers of aircraft must take ac-

count of' the fluctuating pressures and their potential effects

early in the design/development cycle, usually long before

prototype test data are available.

It is the purpose of this report to provide the aircraft

designer with a compilation of the best available methods for

predicting the salient parameters of the fluctuating pressure

fields, in a form in which this information can be applied

readily by nonspecialists in aeroacoustics. However, the user

of this report Is assumed to have a basic understanding. of the

fundamental definitions and concepts of acoustics.

Tuje prediction methods presented in this report were se-

lected on the basis of extensive review and evaluation of al-

ternative techniques, and in some cases represent extensions,

clarifications and simplifications of earlier methods. Although

all methods presented here are believed to reflect the best

available information, in some cases the state of the art is

such that even the best methods are of uncertain validity.

Discussions of the background and limitations of the estimation



methods included in the present, report appear in a, companion

volume, together with reviews of alternative methods. However,

where Ruch discussions are brief and/or necessary for the

proper use of the recommended estimation techniques, these

discussions are included here.
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SECTION 11
CHARACTERIZATION OF AEROACOUSTIC LOADS

* Complete characterization of the pressure field on an

aircraft surface requires description of both its temporal

and its spatial variations. Such complete characterization is

hibit complex - usually, random - variations with space and

time.Thus, one usually has to settle for some rather limited

* descriptions of the average properties of the pressure fields

ofinterest.

For most practical purposes, one may simplify the analy-

sis and representation of pressure fields acting on aircraft

surfaces by considering these fields to be statistically

stationary -i.e., to have statistical properties that essen-

tially do not vary with time ."or, the particular time-interval

of interest. (or, conversely, one can usually select meaning-

ful time intervals - typically, several seconds or longer -

for whi,ýh the pressure fields of interest can be considered

statistically stationary.)

Additional simplifications may be obtained by assuming that

the temporal statistics of the pressure field vary slowly (or

not at all) with the spatial co'.rdinates. This assumption and

that of stationarity in essence permit one to consider the

spatial and temporal variations separately.

2.1 Time and Frequency Characterization of Pressure At a Point

The most obvious way of representing the variation of the

pressure p at a point is in terms of the corresponding time-

function p(t). Clearly, this representation tends to be at the

very least extremely complicated In most practical cases. The

extent to which ".,he function p(t) repeats itself in a time



interval T is revealed by the autocorrelation function R(T),

defined by

R(T) lim [÷ fT/2 p(t) p(t+T) dt (1)

and this function provides a simple and meaningful representa-

tion of the pressure variation.

For T = 0 one finds that R = R(0) here represents the

time-average value of the square of the pressure. Thus, the

values of R(T) show how closely the mean-square value of the

pressure is approached for delay intervals r.

Instead of representing p(t) in terms of the distribution

of periods (repetition time intervals), one may represent it in

terms of its frequency components. This may be done by use of

the Fourier integral P(w), which is defined by*

P(M) - • j p(t)e dt ,(2)

where w = 2rf represents the radian frequency. For most

For most practical applications, however, it is preferable to

deal with the real quantity

S = iP(W)1, (3)

which is called the spectral density, and which is a real

function and thus discards tne phase information inherent in

the complex function P(w).

* Note that other definitions of the Fourier integral, differing
from the present one by a factor of r or 2w, are also often
used in the literature.

SIi



For a pressure p(t) that is sampled only for a (long) time

interval T and that is assumed to vanish outside that time
Interval, Parseval's theorem indicates that

J:S(W dw wJ Sfi) dw T p 2(4

where

kA, p (t) dt

represents the mean-square pressure.* One may thus interpret
rw S(w)/T, as representing the contribution to the mean-square

pressure at the radian frequency w. Similarly, one may.interpret

1C4 S d w !. f2 Sf2) df

S(w) dw Sf s(f) df P. (6
SWI ff ff

as representing the contribution to p made in the frequency

interval between w, and w2 (or between f, = w,/2n and f2 = w2/27)

The function s(f) = 2 n 2 S(f)/T 0 has the dimensions of (pres-

sure) 2//Hz and represents the contribution of p per Hz made at the
frequency f. This function is often called the "power spectral

#It is of interest to note that here the spectral density and
the autocorrelation function are a Fourier transform pair:

R(T) T _ S(w eIWT dw

2w -iWT
0 W -ý (T - d



density" (PSD) of the pressure. The spectrum level Ls is defined as

SL - 10 log [L 3 0(1.0 Hz)/p:ef) * dB (7)

where pref represents a reference pressure.*

The sound pressure levelLp in the band between frequencies

f and f is defined as

Lp = 10 log [p~f/Pref] dB (8)

It is common practice to present data in terms of the sound

pressure levels in contiguous standard octave or one-third

octave bands; a corresponding plot of Lp versus the band center

frequency is called a sound pressure level spectrum.

2.2 Spatial Characterization of Pressure Distributions

At any given instant, the pressure on a surface may be

represented as a function of p(x,y) of two spatial coordinates

measured along the surface. Again, complete specification of
p(x,y) is generally difficult. Therefore one usually employs

a spatial autocorrelation function to display the content of

spatial periodicities, in complete analogy to the time auto-

correlation function of Eq. (1):

R, = X, [. Y/2 fX/ 2 p(x'y) p(x+n, y+&) dx dy]x 2 -1-c (.X Y/2C/2(9)

Although R here in general may depend on the location (x,y), as

well as on the intervals n and ý, it has been assumed here that

the pressure field is statistically homogeneous, so that R Is
independent of x,y.

* The standard value of pe is 2xl0-5 N/m 2 $ 2.90x10 psi.
Note that here and ever where in this report all logarithms
are to the base 10.



For n 0 .0, one finds that R (0,0) represents the
spatial average of pl(x,y). Thus, the values of R(n, F)
indicate how close R remains to the spatial mean-square pres-
sure values for various separation distances n, E; that is,
R (n, F) displays the spatial coherence of the pressure field.

In complete analogy to what is done in the time and fre-

quency domains, one can also form spatial Fourier transforms
and define spatial spectral densities and spectra. (The spa-
tial analog of the frequency f is l/, where X denotes the

wavelength; the spatial analog of the radian frequency w is
the wavenumber K = 2w/A.) Because these functions are only
rarely known in practical applications, and because they are
relatively difficult to use for structural response estimation,
they are not discussed further here.

2.3 Combined Frequency and Spatial Characterization

One can readily generalize the foregoing discussions so as
to arrive at representations that apply to the time (or fre-
quency) and space domains simultaneously. For example, one may
combine Equations (1) and (9) into a single space-time

autocorrelation function that involves a triple integral, and
one may develop corresponding space-time spectra. Again, these
representations are only of limited use for practical estimation
purposes and will therefore not be belabored here.

For most practical purposes it is convenient to present

pressure estimates in the form of frequency-band spectra
(applicable to selected locations) and corresponding spatial cor-
rela;-:!ons - the latter separately for each frequency band, if
necessary. Most practical spatial correlations (in a given
frequency band) may be approximated by exponential functions of

the form
R(n, •) - C exp[-a(n/tx)b) b exp [-h(&/zy (10)

7



where C, a, b, h, k, Lx and A are positive constants.
Typically a, h a h and b, k a 2. Note taat for n<<Lx the

value of the first exponential is near unity, whereas for

>>Lx that value is very small; thus txs which is called the

correlation length in the x-direction, indicates over what

spatial extent in that direction the pressure remains coherent.

An analogous statement applies for I
yo

The form or Equation (10) implies that the correlation

is separable in the x and y directions. This is often the

case, but not always. However, in most practical circumstances,

an equation of the form of that of Equation (10) applies in
relation to a suitably chosen (e.g., polar) coordinate system.

The spatial correlation function is often given in terms of

the corresponding correlation coefficient P(n,•), which is

defined as

,=R(r,--p ) 2

p=



2.4 List of Symbols for Sec. 1!

Symbol Definition Units*

C constant ---

Lp sound pressure level
.i L spectrua. level ......

P(W) Fourier integral lb in- sec (Nm-s)

R autocorrelation function 1b in-' (Nlm-.)
S(w) spectral density Wbin'sec2  (N~m-s 2 )

T period sec a

a~b constants- ----

1f frequency sec- (s-)

hk constants in- (m- )

1xl correlation lengths in (m)xy
p pressure lb in- 2  (N m- 2 )

reference pressure lb in- 2  (N m-2)

mean square pressure Wb~in" (N2M-1)

s(f) power spectral density lb 2in -4sec (N -Ins)
t time sec s
xy coordinates in (m)
M spatial separations in (m)-- a

K wavenumber in 2 (m-)

A wavelength in (m)
p correliticn coefficient

T time interval sec S

Sradian frequency seeJ (s-)

*SI units are given in parentheses where appropriate.

9



SECTION III

USE OF PREDICTION GUIDE

3.2 Predominant Sources and Combinations of Sources

Which source makes the greatest contribution to the
fluctuating pressure field at a givan point on an aircraft

surface at a given instant generally depends on the air-

craft configuration and on Its instantaneous operating

characteristics (including its propulsion paramneters and

flight regime).

In many practical instances, it is intuitively obvious

which sources make significant and wh.Lch make insignificant

contributions. For example, propeller noise obviously is

significant at points on a fuselage near the edge of the

propeller disk, thrust reverser noise is likely to dominate

at locations near a thrust reverser, and gun blast may be ex-
pected to make significant contributions at positions near

the nozzle; on the other hand,, boundary layer turbulence is

likely to have an insignificant effect where the flow is

bmooth,, and the mechanical (casing) noise of an engine usu-

ally will be overwhelmed by contributions from other sources,

except perhaps very near the engine.

Hnwevrer, quite often one may not be able to select in-

tuitively the sources that do or do not make major contribu-

tionis. Although a strong source near the observation point

clearly may be expected to predominate., the effects of a

strong source that is far from the point of interest may be

comparable to those of a weaker source that is nearer. Where

the situation is not clear, one needs to dev'elop estimates

for all potentially significant contributions from all sources.

/f=0



In applyinR this prediction guide to a given aircraft,
one needs to cnnsider one s,.t of operating conditions at a

time. For this set of conditions and for each aircraft sur-
face location of interest, one needs to evaluate the noise/

fluctuating-pressure contributions made by each source.

These contributions may be determined for one source at a

time, using the procedures given in the later sections of

this report, and using the considerations of Paragraph 3.2 to

account for the effects of reflections from the ground and
from aircraft surfaces. The contributions from all sources

may then be combined as indicated ir Paragraph 3.3.

3.2 Effects of Reflections

3.2.1 Reflection at the receiving surface

Sound waves that impinge on a surface give rise to re-

flected waves. The pressures associated with these reflect-

ed waves combine with those associated with the incoming

wave, so that the pressures that act at a given point on a
structural surface generally are higher than those experi-
enced at the same point in the freefield, i.e., if no struc-

tural surface were present.

For plane waves impinging on a rigid flat surface, the pres-

sure on the surface increases by 6 dB over the free-field value.

The increase is between 0 and 6 dB for non-rigid surfaces,
depending on the surface's impedance and on the angle of in-

cidence of the wave. However, increases of up to 9 dB can

occur at intersections of two planes (due to multiple reflec-

tion), such as at the Junction of an aircraft's horizontal

stabilizer and fuselage.

12
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Source Par From Nearly. Flat Receiving Surface

If the separation distance a between the source and

the receiving surface exceeds 10 X. where A~ denotes the
acoustic wavelength at the frequency of interests and if

also the radius of curvature of the receiving surface ex-

ceeds 10 X. then take the pressure at the receiving surface

as 6 dB higher than the freefield value.

Source Near Flat or Curved Receiving Surface

For a source that is within 10 X of the receiving sur-

face* that is, for s< 10 X~ find the increase ALp in

the soun~d pressure level due to reflection at the receiving

surface from

AL pr 20Olog [3 + cos 2a 112

where, as shown in Figure 3.1, a denotes the angle between

the direction of sound propagation and the normal to the re-

ceiving surface at the point of interest.

w Source Par From Cylindrical Receiving Surface

For a source that is more T;han 10 X~ from a cylindrical

receiving surface - or for jets whose centerlines are more

than 10 jet diameters from the receiving surface, find the in-

crease AL in the Bound pressure level at the receivi~ngpr
point due to reflection from

ALpr ' 10 log ( r2 + A 2) (13)

*or, in the case c~f a jet, for jets whose centerlines are
within 10 jet diameters from the surface

13



where r a Do(EG - FH)

A a Do(FG + EH)

4
D0Do 'IKPCOlBB

E = m o l M sin -y + --m
mo Cm \m 2

Fm cos m*
Cos Cm CO Y + --

0 - cos(Kx sinB)

H = siln(X sinB) (14)

Co a 2[J'(Krccosa) + NN(crCosa)

CmU . J • (Krccos) - j (KrCosa)

+ -rn-i_(Kr c0O) - Nm+i)(KrcCOSO) ]

* tan-' -No

i M~l (K r. Cosa) -j111(K r cCosa)
YmWtan-' [Jm-1(Krccoso) - Nm+i(Krccoso)J

and where J and N are Bessel functions of the first and second

kind, respectively, with rc denoting the radius of the cilinder
and K a 2w/A the wavenumber of the sound at the frequency of

interest, the angles V and B are defined in Fig. 6.

14
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3.2.2 Reflections from ground and other surfaces

A reflecting surface located in the vicinity of a source

and receiver directs toward the receiver some of the sound

that would propagate elsewhere if no reflecting surface were

present. Thus, a reflecting surface generally serves to increase

"the pressure that reaches the receiver due to a given source.*

The pressure increase resulting from a reflecting sur-

k!• face depends on the geometry of the source, receiver and re-
dj flector, and also on the acoustical impedance of the reflec-

tor. For most grcund and structural surfaces it is adequate

to assume this impedance to be infinite.

.V To estimate the pressure increase resulting from a re-

flecting surface, proceed as follows:

(a) Approximate that surface by a plane in the vicinity

of the so-irce and receiver.

(b) Refer to Figure 3 and determine the distances HI

and H2 of the source and receiver points from the reflecting

plane. Also determine the length L P'S'.

(c) Find the increase ALP, in the sound pressure level

at the receiving point due to reflection from the surface

under consideration from

AL = 10 log (15)

wheire
S 2HIO2

AH = Lz +2 (16)

FoF pure tones, the reflected component may be out of phase
with the direct component, resulting in a decrease in the net
amplitude. For uncorrelated and/or broad-band noise, such "de-

1 structive interference" is less important and the relations pre-
sentied in this section may be used for upper-bound estimates.
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(d) If more than one reflecting surface is present,

follow steps (a) and (b) for each. Calculate A for each from

Squation (16) and find the total increase in the sound pressure

level due to all reflecting surfaces from

AL 0 log 1 + (17)

where the summation extends over all reflecting surfaces

considered.

3.3 Combination of Pressures

3.3.1 Mean-square pressures

The mean-square pressure p2 due to the simultaneous pres-

ence of components with individual mean-square pressures pl,

p•, p-, ... is found fronl*

- F2 p2  +-2 (8P' Pi• + Fi+ pI +..(8

1Strictly, this expression holds only if the various components
are uncorrelated - that is, if the (long-duration) time-averages
of all products of pairs of the pressure signals vanish, i.U,
if

T T

i p1 (t p(t) dt = T (t)p3(t) dt -

0 0
T

Sf/pI(t)p 3 (t) = ... = 0

0

For practical purposes, pressure components associated with dif-

ferent sources and mechanisms may be taken to be uncorrelated.
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3.3.2 Sound Pressure levels

Since the sound pressure level L, associated with a

k Cfluctuating pressure component to which corresponds the mean-

square pressure p, is defined as

LP -0lg(1'ref] (19)

where pref represents a constant reference pressure, the

sound pressure level L passociated with the total mean-square

pressure _pI of' equation [18) may be found fram

p lo 'ref~

* & * 10 log [10I/l + 10 L/0+ 10 L/0+ .). (20)
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3.4 List of Symbols for Sec. III

Symbol Definition Units*

AH function defined by Eq. (16)

B Bessel function of second kind

C0 ,Cm ,C function defined in Eq. (14)

EFGH functions defined in Eq. (14)

SHjH2 distances from reflecting plane
(see Fig. 3) in (M)

p J Bessel function of first kind

L length in (m)

rc radius of cylinder in (i)

rA functions defined by Eq. (14)

ALp increase in sound pressure
P level due to reflection idB

a angle (see Fig. 1) fiac

8 angle (see Fig. 2) rad

Y 0, m function defined in Eqs.(14)

angle (see Fig. 2) rad

*SI units are given in parentheses where appropriate.
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'l i

Radius of
"Curvature

Source
(e.g., Engine)

,•' Separation

•Receiving Surface
* (e.g., Fuseloge)

4* FIG. 1. GEOMETRY OF SOURCE NEAR RECEIVING SURFACE.
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Receiving Point

Source

Note:./ is in Plane Containing Cylinder Axis
and SourcePon

AFIG. 2. GEOMETRY OF SOURCE FAR FROM CYLINDRICAL
RECEIVING SURFACE.
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Receiving
Point Sou rce

P s

2H

p

ReflectingI Plane

FIG. 3. GEOMETRY OF SOURCE AND RECEIVER LOCATION

WITH RESPECT TO REFLECTING PLANE
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SECTION IV
JET ENGINE NOISE

4.1 General

The noise associated with a jet engine consists primarily
of components due to the jet stream and due to the fan and
compressor.

Paragraph 4.2 deals with noise due to undeflected jets of
various configurations. Deflected jets, such as are encountered
in powered lift devices, are treated in See. V. The noise due
to thrust reversers is treated in Paragraph 4.4.

Paragraph 4.3 addresses the nearfield noise of fans and com-
pressors.

4.2 Jet Noise

4.2.1 Free-field noise on stationary aircraft

The sound pressure levels applicable to the free-field
pertain to observation points that are remote from any re-
fleeting surfaces. For observation points on or near cur-
taces, correct the results calculated for the free-field by
using the procedures given in Piragraph 3.2.

Engines with Circular Nozzles

Shook-Free Flow Noise

The estimation procedures described here apply for subsonic
Jet flows and for supersonic jet exhausts that are free of shocks.

The same procedures apply with and without afterburning, as long

as the appropriate values of the jet parameters are used.

23
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Overall Levels and Levels in Three Basic Octave-Bands

(la) Refer to Figure 4 for definitions of coordinates

of field point and source point and of related distances and

angles.

(Ib) Use Table 1 to identify the frequency bands to be

considered.

(ic) For each band, determine the reduced source coordinates

on the Jet boundary from

ai ai, + a MJ
Xo 0 xo/D 0 ai,13 M (TT/10006

Y = yo/D - 0.5 + 0.131 X (21).

uaing the appropriate values of a listed in Table 2. TTt denotes the total temperature of the Jet, in OR. Then calculate

the (reduced) source/observer distance and angle from

Sa [:(X- Xo0) 2 + (y _ yo)2)

--R

s tan E(Y - Yo)/(X - Xo)M. (22)

(1d) For each band, calculate the mean-square acoustic
pressure 5 (in psi) at the observation point from

2 I = 8-5 TT (1 + cos4s)C + C +
1 1 [Rs2 Rs : (23)

where

(9 - M+coses 8 ) (24)
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TABLE 1
IDENTIFICATION OF FREQUENCY BANDS FOR JET NOISE ESTIMATION

Strouhal Number S - fD/co

SIndex 1 Band rnd Center Range

1 Overall 1.25 0.078 to 20

2 Octave 0.221 0.156 to 0.312

3 Octave 0.442 0.312 to 0.625

14 Octave 0.884 0.625 to 1.25

TABLE 2
COEFFICIENTS aijFOR JET NOISE PARAMETERS

, Index i ..__ -

2 3 4

1 0.8239 0.4176 0.32555 0.74038
2 -1.24 -1.7269 0.2482 -3.4538
3 -2.3019 -1.3226 -4.0206 -4.7181
14 1.4745 1.3507 2.6807 3.2662

5 45.759 18.932 202.88 331.55
I 6 -2.1086 -3.2199 3.8424 0.53294
0 7 3.3692 1.3276 10.520 9.5983
S8 -2.3864 -0.1765 -8.0248 -6.829
Z -2.o8 . o_ __. 9_IO_ _

S 9 12.808 8.10145 10.1491 10,1429
10 -1.8167 -1.5494 -0.019983 0.36732

S11 -1.7894 -. 16571 0.73551 0.89132
f 12 1.1641 0.22007 -0.76495 -0.87600

0

13 4.512 5.2846 4.5428 2.6963
14 -0.028729 1.3015 0.20763 1.8687
15 0.789 0.85116 0.27691 3.0174
16 -0.51772 -0.60053 0.036298 -2.1329

17 5.50 x 109 4.78 x 108 1.45 x 109 1.15 x 109
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e c5e8
"CIO 1 + 4- (25)

1 + c 6 '-C7RB/4

and where Cl, C2, C3 , C6, and C7 do not depend on frequency (or

the index i) and are given by

cI=M2,34

1. T M0.89

'• ~~~C6 = -51•o" ( TT 0°890(M2_1)
17 Z. 5 T;55

(T)5 6 6 (00))

c = . T T56 2 (26)

arnd T denotes the ambient air temperature (OR). The parameters

2 2 C40, C5 . and C8 do depend on the index i and are given by

a2aM1,2 (aT /100) ,3 1$4T

C= a., 5 Mi)
6 (TT/1 0 00) (ai 4a18M)

au0 (a +

C5 = al,9 Ma'i0(TT/1000) i,ll+a,1 2M

C8  a ui.1l (27)

where the values of the coefficients ai are given in Table 2.,)J

(le) For eacn observation point and frequeno.y band, cal-

culate the sound pressure level Lp (in dB, re 2 x 10-N/m2 )
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from

L 171 + 10 logo P- (28)
P

Note: A computer program for evaluation of Eq. (23) is

given in AFFDL-TR-67-43.*

Levels in Additional Octave Bands

For higher frequen.ies than those calculated previously;

(2a) calculate the Jet-velocity-based Strouhal number S4

for the center frequency f 4 of the band with index i=4 from
f 4 D c

s v- 0.884 v (29)
a a

(2b) Calculate the Jet-velocity-based Strouhal number L'ol

any octave band with center frequency f+ that is greater
than f4 from

f÷D f
+ 4

(2c) Use Figure 5 to determine the reduced sound pres-
sure levels L and L+ that correspond to S4 and S+ for the

measurement location of interest.

(2d) Calculate the sound prezsure level in the octave band
with center frequency f+ from

Lp (f+) a Lp (f4) + L+ - L4 (31)

where Lp f4) is calculated from Eq. [28] for the 1=4 band.

For lower frequenoi•a than those calculated for the throe
basic octave bands,

* Plumblee, H.E., Ballentine, J.R., Passinos, B., "Nearfield
noise analysis of aircraft propulsion system with emphasis
on prediction techniques for jots," August 1967.
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(2e) calculate the Jet-velocity-based Strouhal number S2

corresponding to the center frequency f 2 of the octave band

with index i=2 from

f 2 D co
S- 2 " 0.221 (32)

(2f) Find the Jet-velocity-based Strouhal numbers for any

octave band with center frequency f_ that is less than f 2 from

fD f
S -V f S2 S (33)

(2g) Use Figure 5 to determine the reduced sound pres-

sure levels L2 and L_ that correspond to S2 and S_ for the ob-

servation position of interest.
(2h) Calculate the sound pressure level in the octave band

with center frequency f from

Lp (f_) = L (f 2 ) + L_ - L (34)

where Lp (f 2 ) is calculated from Eq. (28) for the i=2 band.

Shock Noise

Shocks occur in supersonic flows in convergent nozzles or

in convergent-divergent nozzles operating at supersonic condi-.

tions that do not correspond to the design pressure ratio.

Broadband shock noise occurs whenever shocks are present;

discrete-frequency shock noise occurs infrequently and its onset

generally can not be predicted reliably.

Discrete-Frequency Shock Noise

(3a) Calculate the fundamental shock noise frequency f Sl

from

f a c 0/2D/R 3 - I.W9 (35)
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where R denotes the nozzle pressure ratio. (1.893 is the
value oF the critical pressure ratio.) Also find the frequency
of the first harmonic (i.e. the second pure tone) from

f32a 2 fSl (36)

(3b) Find the reference sound pressure levels f associated
with the fundamental and first harmonic shock noise components
from Figure 6.

(30) Find the reduced axial location XSD of the noise source
from

XSD X D/D - 3.5 wfP -T -l. (37)

and evaluate the reduced axial distance of the observation
point from the source,

x - XSD
XSXBD D (38)

Use Figure 7 to determine the adjustment values A9 applicable
to the observation point of interest.

(3d) Calculate the upper-bound sound pressure levels at
the observation point for the fundamental and for the first
harmonic from

LP 0 + A0 + 10 log )n-+l10 log ( 00
D (0.028 ft) SL oSL)

-40 log() (39)

where p and co denote the density and soundspeed for the ambient
air and PSL and cSL denote those sgme parameters at standard
sealevol conditions.

Broad-Band Shock Noise

For a oonvergent noxxte,
(4a) Calculate fr1 from Eq. (35). The presence of
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~s. N

shocks provides no s1ignificant increase;ASB in the sound

level (over the shock-free case) for frequency bands below

(4b) Determine the angle e between the Jet axis and the

observation point. For e 1 45 0 , take the sound-level increase

ASB as zero. For e > 450, find ASB from Figure 8. Find the

total broadband noise by adding ASB to each of the band values

calculated for shock-free noise.

For a co.,ivergent--divergent nozzle, use the same procedure

as for a convergent nozzle; however, take 'W 0 if the pr es-

sure ratio is between 0.9 and 1.1 times the nozzle's des~iri

pressure ratio.

Engines with Plug Nozzles

Shock-Free Flow Noise

The estimation procedures described here applý for sub-

sonic Jet flows and for supersonic jet exhausts that are free

of shocks. The same procedures apply with and without af 1 .r-

burning, as long as the appropriate values of the jet paramr-

eters are used.

Overall Levels and Levels in Three Basic Octave Baiid6

(a) Refer to Figure 9 for definition of the nozzle

geometry.

(b) Calculate the equivalent diameter D and the ratio R

of the Hydraulic diameter to the equivalent diameter from

De - 2 A (40)

Rd 2 h/De
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(c) Use Table I to identify the basic frequency bands

to be considered. Here, use the equivalent Strouhal number
So R (41)

Instead of that shown in the table.

(d) Proceed as in Step (1c) of 4.2.1. Note that here

all actual dimensions are nondimensionalized with respect
to De instead of D; for example, X0 = Xo/De. (This has no

0 e
effect on the calculations indicated by Eqs. (21) and (22).)

(e) Calculate the mean square pressure y2 at the location
of interest for each basic frequency band by following Step (ld)
of 4.2.1.

(f) Find the sound pressure level at the point of interest,

j :in each basic frequency band, from

Lp = 0 log •2 + 3 log [0.10 + 2h/D]+ 171 (42)

Levels in Additional Octave Bands

Proceed as the corresponding part of Section 4.2.1 for
circular jets, but use D R in place of D in Equationse d
(29)) (30), (32), and (33).

Shock Noise

Proceed as in Section 4.2.1 for circular nozzles, using

Eqs. (35) - (39), but use the equivalent diameter.De (as given
by Equation (40)) in place of the nozzle diameter D.
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Engines with Slot NonstZe

Shook-free flow noise

The estimation procedures described here apply for sub-
sonic Jet flows and for supersonic Jet exhausts that are free

of shocks. The sama procedures apply with and without after-
burning, as long as the appropriate values of the Jet param-

eters are used.

Overall Levels and Levels in Three Basic Octave Bands

(la) Calculate the effective diameter De and the diameter

ratio Rd from

dd

i Rd 2  -_(143)

where AN denotes the nozzle area and PN its perimeter.

(lb) Using the values calculated above, evaluate the mean

square pressure in the overall band and in three basic octave

bands by following steps (c), (d),(e) of the section, Engines

with Plug PozzZe8. Calculate the corresponding sound pressure

levels by use of Equation (28).

Levels in Additional Octave Bands

Follow the procedure described in the section Engines with
(iroutal Nozzles for circular jets, but use D ed0R in place of

D in Equations (29), (30), (32), and (33).
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Shook noies

Proceed as in Section 4.2.1 for circular nozzles, but use the

equivalent diameter De from Equation (43) in place of the nozzle

diameter D.

Engines with CoaxiaZ Jets

See Figure 10 for the general geometry. The sound field

due to two coaxial Jets is calculated by estimating the contri-

bution of each Jet arnd combining the results.

Noise of primary jet

(la) Calculate the (uncorrected) shock-free flow noise of

the primary (central circular) Jet by using the parameters for

the primary Jet in the procedure of Section 4.2.1 for circular

Jets.

(ib) Evaluate the correction term

AiL =10m log 1 2

whr V an V4r

where V and V are the velocities of the primary and secondary

Jets, respectively, and~mc is found from Figure 11. Add this

correction term to the sound pressure levels obtained-in step (la),

above, to obtain the sound pressure level due to shock-free flow

in the primary Jet.

(le) Calculate the shock noise contribution of the primary

Jet by using the parameters applicable to that Jet in the procedure

of Section 4.2.1. Add this term to the sound pressure level from

(lb), above, to obtain the total sound pressure level of the

primary Jet.
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Noise of aeoondary Jet

(2a) Calculate the effective parameters for the secondary
i i jet. from

-rw 2 12

Vie = + r 22l~w

D 2D

Vj 1AIVl + 02A2VJ2

je =PlA 1V jl + °2A 2V j2

e D2

MeVie
SRg Te 2Cp(45

STe 2cI )J
where W and W denote the mass flows of. the primary and secon-

dary jets, y represents the ratio of specific heats and R the
ggas constant appropriate to the jet exhaust.

(2b) Determine the flow noise of the secondary jet by using

the at:ve-determined parameters in the procedure of Section

4.2.1.

Combined noise of both jets
Determine the sound pressure level L (in a given frequency

* I p
band) resulting at a given observation point by oombining the

sound pressure levels L and L resulting from the two individual

jets (in the same frequency band) from

L 10 log 10 Lpl/10 + 10 Lp2O110 (46)
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4.2.2 Free-field noise on moving aircraft

The sound pressure levels applicable to the free-field

pertain to observation points that are remote from any reflect-

ing surfaces. For observation points near reflecting surfaces,

correct the results calculated for the free-field by using the

procedures given in Section 3.2

Engines with Circular Nozzles

Shock-free flow noise

The estimatlion procedures described here apply for sub-

sonic jet flows and for supersonic jet exhaust flows that are

free' of shocks. The same procedures apply with and without

afterburner operation, as long as the appropriate values of

the jet parameters are used.

Aircraft motion changes the acoustic power radiated by the

jet, introduces a shift in frequency, and changes the effective

relative locations of noise sources and receivers.

* £ Overall Levels and Levels in Three Basic Octave Bands

(la) Refer to Figure 12 for definitions of coordinates
of observation point (receiver) and source in jet. Identify

* the (uncorrected) frequencies to be considered by referring to

Table

(ib) Calculate the effective jet Mach number-from

j M* Ma (1 - a/Vi 7 (i47)
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(ic) Use Equation (21), with M* replacing M and with the

values of a.., given in Table 2, to calculate the reduced source

coordinates X and Yo"

(id) Find R and s by use of Equation (22).

(le) Calculate the effective angle'&O between the source/
receiver line and the jet axis from

1 ~22
Coot e [l ot e,-Ma ()a +)

I-Ma

and find the effective source/receiver distance from

R* = (Y - Y)/sin e* (49)

(1f) As in steps (id) and (le) of Section 4.2.1, find p2
and SPL from Equations (23) - (27) and the parameter values

listed in Table 2, but here using the above-calculated values

of MV, e0 and R * in place of the corresponding parameters

without the asterisk.

(1g) Determine the corrected frequencies associated with

the various bands by using Table 1, but with f replaced by

f* = f (1 + Ma cos e0) (50)

Levels in Additional Octave Bands

(2a) Proceed as in corresponding part of Section 4.2.1.

(2b) Correct the frequencies associated with the bands

considered by multiplying each by (1 + M cos 0 s).as
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Shook noise

Shocks occur in supersonic flows in convergent nozzles

or in convergent-divergent nozzles operating at supersonic

conditions that do not correspond to the design pressure ratio.

Broadband shock noise occurs whenever shocks are present;

discrete-frequency shock noise occurs infrequently and its onset

generally can not be predicted reliably.

Discrete-Frequency Shock Noise

(3a) Calculate the fundamental shock noise frequency f*SL

from

SC[M 0.625 (M - M )] (1-M )(1 + 0.625 Mo)
f* 0o a jo a a jo_

S 1.25 (PR 1 893)½ [l + 0.625 CM - Ma)) M D
jo a Jo (51)

and calculate the frequency f* of the first harmonic (i.e., of
S2

t:he second natural frequency) of this noise from
rA2 = 2f•l (52)

where

Mjo . Jet Mach number relative to ambient speed of sound

Ma = airplane Mach number

(3b) Find XSD from Equation (37)

(3c) i'ind Os from
0s = tan-I [Y/(X -XSD)] (53)

(3d) Fi-, 44 from

(3e) Find e3 from Equation (48) or Figure 13.
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(3f) Calculate IX - XSD]* from
Ix- xsD] - R* cos e(55)

and use this value in place of X - XD to find At from Figure 7.

(3g) Follow step (3d) of 4.2.1 to determine the sound
pressure levels at the observation point due to the fundamental
and first harmonic frequency components.

Broadband Shock Noise

(4a) Follow steps (3a) - (3e) as for discrete-frequency shock
noise, above, but omit step (3d).

(4b) Find the amount ASB by which the shock-free sound-
pressure level is increased (in any band under consideration)

due to shock noise, as follows:

For a convergent nozzle,

If 6* < 450 and/or the frequency f of interest is lowerS --
than f*1, then ASB =0.

If both e* 450 and f > fl' find ASB from Figure 8.

For a convergent-divergent nozzle, proceed as above, but take

ASB = 0 if the pressure ratio at which the nozzle is operating
is between 0.9 and 1.1 times its design pressure ratio.

(4c) Find the total broadband noise due to shock noise and

shock-free noise by adding ASB to each of the band values cal-
culated for shock-free noise (in Section 4.2.2.).
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Enginee with Plug NoxaZeo

Shook-free flow noise

The estimation procedures described here apply for sub-
sonic Jet flows and for supersonic Jet exhaust flows that are

free of shocks. The same procedures apply with and without
afterburner operation, as long as the appropriate values of

the Jet parameters are used.

Overall Levels and Levels in Three Basic Octave Bands

(la) Refer to Figure 9 for definition of nozzle geometry

and calculate De and Rd from Equations (40).

(lb) Use Equations (21), with D replaced by Del to deter-

mine the reduced source coordinates X and Yo0  Find the re-

duced receiver (observation point) coordinates X and Y from

X = x/De, Y=Y/De (56)

(Ic) Follow steps (lb) - (lf) of Section 4I.2.2 to
determine the sound pressure levels in the various bands.

kld) Determine the frequency associated with each of the

bands considered by using Table 1, but with the Strouhal

number given in that Table replaced by

3' Mfe R o.4 (I + M cos e*). (57)
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Levels in Additional Octave Bands

Follow the procedure of the corresponding part of Section

S4.2.l, but use Equation (57) as the relation between the frequencies

and Strouhal numbers instead or the simpler relations appearing in

Equations (29), (30), (32), and (33).

Shook noise

Shocks occur in supersonic flows in covergent nozzles or

in convergent-divergent nozzles operating at supersonic condi-
tions that do not correspond to the design pressure ratio.
Broadband shock noise occurs whenever shocks are present;

* discrete-frequehcy shock noise occurs infrequently and its on-
set generally can not be predicted rcliably.

S.(2a) Calculate the equivalent diameter D from EquationS~e
! (4o).

(2b) Proceed as in Section 4.2.2 for circular nozzles,

but use De in place of the nozzle diamete: D.e

Engines with Siot NoaxZee

shook-free fZow noise

The estimation procedures described here apply for sub-

sonic jet flows and for supersonic Jet exhaust flows that are
free of shocks. The same procedures apply with and without
afterburner operation, as long as the appropriate values of

the Jet parameters are used.
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Overall Levels and Levels in Three Basic Octave Bands

(a) C0culate the effective diameter D and the diameter

ratio Rd from Equations (42).

(b) Proceed as for plug-nozzles with steps (lb) - (1d) of

Section 4.2.2.

Levels in Additional Octave Bands

Follow the procedure of Section 4.2.1.1.1.2, but use

Equation (57) as the relation between the frequencies and

Stroubal numbers, in place of the simpler relations appearing
in Equations (29), (30), (32), and (331).

Shook noise

Proceed as in Section 4.2.2 for circular nozzles, but

use the effective diameter D., as calculated from Equation
(43), in place of the nozzle diameter D.

Engines with CoaxiaZ Jets

See Figure 9 for the general geometry. The sound field

due to two coaxial Jets is det-rmined by estimating the contri-

bution of each jet and combining the results.

Noise of primary jet

Shock-Free Flow Noise

(a) Calculate the (uncorrected) shock-free flow noise of

the primary (central circular) Jet by using the parameters for
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the primary jet in the procedure of Section 4.2.2 for cir-

cular Jets, but use M* Main place of Equation (17).

(b) Evaluate the correction term AL from Equation (44)

as in Step (Ib) of Section 4.2.1, pnd add this term to the

uncorrected sound pressure levels calculated in step (a), above,

to obtain the sound pressure levels due to shock-free flow in

the primary jet.

Shock Noise

Proc.eed as in Sect~ion 4.2.2 for circular Jets, using

the paiameters for the primary jet.

Noise of secondary jet

(a) Calculate theeeffective parameters of this jet from

Equations (45) and evaluate the corrected effective Mach
nunmbor M* from

e

M = Me (1 -V/V )075 (58)ee a je

(b) Follow the procedure of Section 4.2.2, but here

use TTe, M* and D in place of T M and D.

Combined noise of both jets

Proceed as in Section 4.2.1.
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4.2.3 Pressure correlations

(a) Refer to Figure 14. Approximate the aircraft

surface at the location of interest by a plane

parallel to the Jet axis.

(b) Determine the coordinates (x,y,z) of the obser-

vation point (P) of interests noting that the z-

coordinate is equal to the (perpendicular) dis-

stance from the Jet axis to the aircraft surface

plane and that the x and y axes are parallel to

this plane.

(c) For a selected frequency of interest, determine

the coordinate xo of the effective noise source

locations (S) by use of Figure 15.

For an engine with a plug nozzle, use De from

Equation (40) in place of D in calculations
pertaining to this figure. For an engine with

a slot nozzle, use De from Equation (43) in
place place of D.

For coaxial jets, treat the effects of the jets
separately, using De and V from Equations

e Je
(45) in place of D and V A for the secondary

\Jet and considering the primary jet as a simple

circular jet.
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(d) Evaluate

SI-: " "PS [(x-xo) 2 + y2 + z,]½ (59)

and

- X-X

2C 0 F-

Co (60)

(e) Find the spatial correlation coefficient

corresponding to separation distances E and

C2 (in the x and y directions, respectively ,in inches)

and to radian frequency w from

p(ý,,Eý,0) = exp (-0.230,cd) cos (a,{, •

exp (-1.21a2t 2 ) cos (4.17a 2t 2 ) (61)

(f) Repeat steps (c) through (e) for all frequencies of

interest.
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4.2.4 List of symbols for Sec. 4.2

Symbol Definition Units*

AN nozzle area in.' (in)

AIA 2  areas of primary and in." (mW)
secondary jets

C functions defined by
Eqs. 24 - 27

D Jet nozzle exit diameter in. (m)
De equivalent diameter in. (m)

M Mach number

SMe equivalent jet Mach
Me number
Mj jet exit Mach number

P nozzle perimeter in. (m)

reduced radial coordinate

Rd ratio of hydraulic dia-meter to equivalent
diameter

R gas constant for jet
9 exhaust

R nozzle press3ure ratio
p

RB reduced source/observer
distance (see Figs. 4, 12)

1 S Strouhal number

TT jet total temperature OR (OK)

TT equivalent total OR (OK)
e temperature

TT1TT 2  tc tal temperatures of
primary and secondary jets OF (OK)

0T

V jet exit velocity in./sec (m/s)

Vie equivalent jet velocity in./sec (m/s)

"* I •SI units 'are given in par'.ntheses where appropriate. Consistent

units must be itsed for any given set of calct.1lations.
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Symbols Defi ni tion Uni ts

S VjIVJ2 velocities of primary in./sec (m/s)
and secondary jets

W mass flows of primary and lb/sec (kg/s)
'.eondary jets

X,Y reduced coordinates

i X0'Y0 reduced jet noise source in. (m)
ccoordinates

aij Jet noise parameter
coeffic4Aents (see Table 2)

c spec.I<X•,• heat at constant in. 2 /sec 2 °R (W/s 2 OK)
preFs, .Le, for Jet exhaust

c SL speed of sound in air at in./sec (m/s)
standard sea level
condi tion

Sspeed of sound in ambient in./sec (m/s)
air

fs fundamental shock noise Hzsl frequency

fs2 second shock noise Hzf fr (queji.cy

Mc sound pressure level cor-
rection parameter (Eq. 44)

r radial coordinate in. (m)

rw mass flow ratio

xjY0 jet noise source in. (m)
coordinates

AL sound pressure level dB
correction

ASB increase in broadband sound dB
pressure level

At sound pressure level ad- dB
justment (Fig. 7)

Sreference sound pressure lb in. 2 (Nm- 2 )
level for discrete fre-
queney shock noise
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Symbol Definition Units

yV ratio of specific heats
of exhaust gas

0 angle between Jet axis rad
aand observation point

es source/observer angle rad
(see Figs. 4, 12)

PSL density of air at standard in./sec (m/s)
SLsea level conditions
P0  density of ambient air lb in.-s (kg m-3)

SP,,P 2  densities of exhaust of
primary and secondary jets lb/m-3 (kg m-3 )

i

I
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4.3 Fan/Compressor Noise

4.3.1 Introduction

AvailabZe Prediction Techniqueo

Essentially only two of the techniques available in the

literature appear to be useful for estimation of fan/compressor
nearfield noise [4.3.1, 4.3.2].* Both of these involve semi-
empirical procedures that have been computer-programmed. Both
programs require detailed geometric and aerodynamic engine des-
criptions as input and print out the 1/3-octave band sound

pressure levels at various angular positions, at a distance of
150 or 250 ft. From these levels one may extrapolate to the
nearfield by assuming a hemispherical spreading.

In the event the user plans to perform many calculations,
he obviously should use the aforementioned computer programs.
However, if he needs to carry out only a few computations, he
would do well to make use of the procedure described here.

The approach of Burdsall et at [4.3.1] is preferred here,

because it accounts for the fan and compressor contributions
simult.neously, and thus requires much less numerical computa-
tions than the approach of Benzakein et at [4.3.2]. Further-
more, the computer-free version of Burdsall's approach is con-
siderably less complicated.

Fan/Compressor Noiee Mechanisme

The noise signature of a high-speed fan/compressor engine
contains three main components:

OlSee Section 4.3,4 for references.
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(1)broad-band noise,,

(2) pure tones at the blade passage frequency and its

harmonics

(3) multiple pure tones or combination tones resulting

from tl!~e interaction of the blade passage frequency

with the engine shaft frequency.

The broad-band noise extends over a wide range of the

spectrum, contains no sharp predominant peaks, and is random

in character. It is radiated from both inlet and fan discharge,

and it is generated by (a) unsteady forces on the blades due to

random fluctuations in the boundary layer and the flow, (b) ran-

dom Inflow turbulence interacting with the blade row, and

(c) air scrubbing action over the blade,, vane and duct wall

surfaces.

The blade passage frequency corresponds to the product of

the fan blade number and the fan rotational speed (in Hz).

Noise at this frequency (and its harmonics) is generated by

(a) the interaction of a wake produced by a rotor (or stator)

stage with the next stator (rotor) stage, and (b) the pressure

fields generated by the blades themselves.

The third type of noise is known by several names, such as

combination tone noise, buzz-saw noise, supersonic tip-speed

noise, or multiple pure-tone noise. Indeed, these names are

quite descriptive of the spectral composition and the genera-

ting mechanisms. This type of noise is due to inaocuracies

(manufacturing tolerances) in the blade shapes, which result

in shock waves of dissimilar shapes and strengths. This noise

consists of components at the shaft rotational frequency, itq

harmonics and its combination t~nes with the blade-pass-

frequency, and it is radiated only from the Inlet.
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bLinitation of Recommended Prediction Procedure

The recommended prediction procedure is based on a semi-
empirical scheme that uses relations obtained by curve-fitting

to experimental data in absence of suitable theoretical ex-

pressions. The actual noise-generation processes are highly

complex and are under continuing study. Thus, the entire pro-

cedure is approximate; although results have been favorable

in several test cases, this scheme does int provide highly ac-

curate answers, and its output must be considered only as a

guide or a rough estimate, even for farfield noise.

The computed farfield noise levels (the method of Refer-

ence [4.3.1] gives the sound pressure levels at 150 ft) need

to be interpreted to yield the nearfield levels. This is done

here by extrapolation, assuming hemispherical spreading. Al-

though this rather aggressive assumption undoubtedly will re-

sult in some discrepancies, the farfield prediction scheme in-

corporates other approximations of similar weight; therefore,

the hemispherical spreading assumption is likely not to be a

damaging one. Furthermore, in many cases the locations (e.g.,

on the fuselage) at which the sound pressures are to be deter-

mined will be in the acoustic farfield of the engine (that is,

several wavelengths away), although being geometrically near,

so that this assumption may not be as restricting as may ap-
pear at first glance.

4.3.2 Overview of prediction procedure

The steps involved in the procedure may be visualized

with the aid of the flow diagram of Figure 16, which shows

the nine computational actions as nine blocks.

The notation used here is identical to that of Ref.
.4.3.1.) in orde: to facilitate cross-referencing with it.
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and the computer program included in it.

Block bl refers to input of all the geometrical (fan di-

ameter, bypass ratio, etc.) and performance parameters

(engine speed, etc.) needed in the noise prediction. In block

b2; these input parameters are used to calculate additional

parameters.

In block Ob the broadband noise power (BBN) is calculated

and distributed over 24 one-third octave bands (from 50 Hz to

10 kHz), with an appropriate directivity pattern. In block b4

are calculated similarly the contributions at the blade passage

frequency (BPF) and at its second harmonic (BPF2) that occur in

each 1/3-octave band, at each angular position.

In block b5, it is determined whether there is any contri-

bution from the multiple pure tones (MPT). There is no such

contribution if the relative tip Mach number MTIP is less than

or equal to unity. Otherwise, the MPT contribution is calcu-

lated in block b6. Block b7 ensures that the acoustic energy

accounted for by the BPF and BPF2 component is not included

again through the MPT calculation.

The effects of the three noise sources are added (and

checked) in blocks b8 and b9 to produce the total fan/compressor

noise.

4.3.3 Calculation procedure

Input and PreZiminary Parameters

(a) Determine the values of the input parameters [block bl]

that must be available for the prediction scheme. These param-

eters (and the units used in the present procedure) are listed in
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Table 3.

The first column of this table shows the symbols used in

the subsequent calculations. The last three columns indicate

which input quantities are needed for each of the three types

of noise.

(b) Evaluate the additional parameters [block b2l, as

follows:

THETA = (TT2 + 459.688)/518.688

DELTA = PT2/29.92,

SPAFC = SPAF VTET

DELTA '

XMXAVE w 1 - Y/6.9706126 - 0.0196506.5 *SPAF

RPMC = RPM/vT,

AREA = w • DIAT A (62)

TAU - w • DIAT/B

El - RPM/60.0

BPF - B • E,

- IP ' DIAT RPMC
T60 " 12 " 1117

XMREL - i(XMXTIPz + XMTIP'

The meaning of these parameters, together with the associated

units used here, are given in Section 4.3.5.
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TABLE 3. INPUT PARAMETERS FOR PAN/COMPRESSOR NOISE PREDICTION.

Discrete Combination

Nam. SsrPtion Units groadband Tone Tone
DRAY ran tip diameter ice
DIAN ran hub diameter Inches x xf Uftbor of blades -- x x
xv number of vanes --

SIR ~bY-pass ratio -

GAP uotor/stator spacing Inches
CON" blade tip chord Inches Xx

U~hY ran tip diameter

DWXH tan hub diameter

gradiust x

3?A speific oir cuervatur Inches/t IXx
I~~hI'IP ~ d tip a~a ahnmber --

PR an presu, radiio --

Inle dtuctlengatho too x

MPH tanspeed rpm sound

WATspciicallfl rt* lb/ tcrt 53

XN~x %IP axia Mac num er

pa-~, tan--.- prsue ai



Broadband Noise [Block b3]

Calculate broadband noise contribution BBN (I,J) at each
angular location (indicated by I) and in each one-third octave
band (indicated by the value of J)*, by taking the steps indi-
cated below.

II

*The angular locations 81 are measured from the engine centerline.

Ten degree intervals are taken for 01 between 100 and 150 0 , and
I - e1 (degrees)/10. The one-third octave bands are coded as
shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. CODING OF ANGULAR POSITION AND FREQUENCY-BAND
INDICES I AND J FOR FAN/COMPRESSOR NOISE P9,tPICTION.

1/3-OBCenter
Angle G1  Frequency

Index I (deg) Index J (Hz)

1 10 1 50
2 20 2 63
3 30 3 80
114 40 4 100
5 50 5 125
6 60 6 160
7 70 7 200
8 80 8 250
9 • 90 9 315

10 100 10 400
11 110 11 500
12 120 12 630
13 130 13 800
14 140 14 1000
15 150 15 1250

16 1600
17 2000
18 2500
19 3150
20 4000
21 5000
22 6300
23 8000
24 80,000
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4'

(a) Calculate FSTAR, the index number of the band that

contains a critical frequency that influences the directivity

indices, by using

Fl 2[1 tanh(i 2L095II

SF2 - tanh[15(XMREL 0.95)11

FSTAR = 10 • P2 • log)* [0 CHORD MAX (vi1 - XMREL 2 , 0.

+ 10(l F2) [logio (DIAT) - 21] (63)

(b) Find the overall sound pressure level OLSPL6 0 at the

600 angular position from

OLSPL.6 = TABLE (DF, XMREL) + 20 logl0 20 o FFR01

+ 110 log 833)] BPR (64

where
0 for 6 < 900

0 (900) (65)I for 8 > 900

applies a bypass ratio correction to the aft-end angles

where the values of the function TABLE (DF, XMREL) are given by

Table 5.

(c) Calculate the overall sound pressure level OLSPLI at

angular positions other than 600 from

OLSPL1 = OLSPL 6 0 + F1 - Dsub + (1-Fl) • Dsup (66)

where F. is given by Eq. (63). The subsonic and supersonic

directivity %orrections Dsub, Dsup are given by Fig. 17.
sup

(The subscript I here corresponds to Table -11,, as before.)
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(d) Determine from each overall level OLSPL1 tne one-third

octave band levels by using

OASPLI - 10.7 + :J , for J <_FSTAR

BBN (I,J)

OASPLI - 10.7 + J -1.6(FSTAR +:J- 1) , for J > FSThAR

(67)

where FSTAR is given by Eq. (63).

Discrete Tone Ncise [L~ock b4W

(a) Calculate tRF' the cutoff ratio of the rotor field, from

t XMSTAR = 1.0 + 0.84-B-2/31

SRP XMSTAR /,-

(b) Find the forward and aft radiated power levels PWLIF

and PWLlR corresponding to the fundamental blade-passage fre-

quency from the curves of Fig. 18.

(c) Calculate NCOR as the integer value nearest that given by

NCORo- 1 4 (&RF/0.91) (69)

and find CORP from

3.3, for NCOR 1

CORF 7.5, for NCOII = 2 (70)

6.8, for NCOR =3
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Then evaluate the forward-radiated power level PWL2P at the

second harmonic from

PWL2F PWLIF - CORF (71)

(d) Calculate CORR from.

*3.2, for NCOR =1

CORR = 3.5, for NCOR = 2 (72)

:20.5, for NCOR 3

and find the aft-radiated power PWL2R at the second harmonic

from

PWL2R = PWLIR - CORR (73)

(e) Find the mean sound pressure levels SPLMF and SPLMR
in the forward and aft quadrants, at the observer distance, at

the blade-passage frequency, from

"SPLMF = PWL1F - 20 log 0(FFR) + 5.55
SPLMR PWLIR - 20 log (FFR) + 5.55 (74)

M =10

(f) Find the sound pressure level SPLI at the blade-passage

A frequency, at specific angular locations, from

SPLMF + Al, for 0<0<900, •RF > 1.05

SPLI = SPLMF + A2, for 0<0<900, &RF < 1.05

SPLMF + A3, for 90<0<1800 (75)

where Al, A2 and A3 are given in Fig. 19.

(g) Find the s;.,und pressure levels SPL2 associated with the

second harmonic from
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SPL2 (e) = SPLI(e) -CORF (76)

where CORF is given by Eq. (70).

W(h) For e = 90), select the larger of the two values 0f
SPLI calculated from Eq. (75), and also choose the larger

of the two values of SPL2.

(i) Record all SPLI and SPL2 values at the various angles

and locations in a table (matrix) of values relabeled BPN (I,J),

corresponding to the indexes given in Table 4.

COMBINATION TONE NOISE [Blocks 66, 671

No combination tones arise if XMREL < 1; in that case, no

further computation is needed. For. XMREL > 1, proceed as des-

cribed here.

(a) Evaluate the auxiliary parameters, given below.

u tan-1 XMREL

'\ XMXTIP /
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RV 1 XMKTIP2) XMREL -- AH
c_ __ _____ _____ ___2_ _____ DIAT 2 -DD A 2 D b P

~C OB . ) MXTIP. XTPDITDDDXT + DIAHDDXP

R, R -RSP f or RFP RS,

RS sin ]

0' 13.5* & *'/ (degrees)

[si~n(v +
*RS __

** -sin(p *)

[.sn~~tsinJ)+2 ct - -in
0. 2 tan-ossii + (i sin iU-B') co R-~ SIn j

-e - o i

N 2a
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2 2 + 2 1-so + 2(y )2 e- 2

23.0259 (I-XMREL)
•c= 1 -- >0.i e

The mean.'ogs of these parameters are indicated in Sec. 4.3.5.

(b) Calculate the overall power level OTPWL of the combina-

tion tones from

OLPWL = 189.15 + 727.24 XMREL - 488.93 XMREL 2  (78)

+ 107.69 XMREL' + 10 log J(AREA/144) - 20 log1 0 (nri'B)

(c) Determine the 1/3 octave band power levels PWL(K) from*

PWL (K)- 170y. + 3.0 logS0 PRMS (79)

*Here K is the index designating the band; It is the same as the

index J of Table 41.
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where

ai+a + (BS-l) exp[-(2Qoa) 2 (• PHMS ='.(80)
8QWK •1-cos(2Q) + Q1 [1-(sin2Q)/QJ

10, for K B
(81)

19 for K - B

(d) Calculate the cutoff ratio •K for each band from

XMTIP (82)

K XMSTAR 1 - XMXAVE 2

where

XMSTAR = 1 + 0,84 K -2/3(83)

Sand find •K/c , where is given by Eq. (77).

For those tones for which rK/ c-:l, set the sound pressure

equal to zero.

(e) Calculate the average sound pressure level SPLK at the
appropriate distance, for each 1/3 octave band, from

SPLK = PWLK - 20 log (FFR) - 3.85 (81)

10

(f) Find the sound pressure level SPLK,6' in each 1/3 oc-

tave band at each angular location e, from

5
SPLKeO SP-EK + 0 D Bi (Ed (85)
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where the directivity coefficients Dei are obtained from

Table 6 and is given by Eq. (82).

(g) Record the SPL-KO values calculated above in a corre-
sponding list (matrix) of values, relabel-d CTN (I,J), where
the indexes I and J correspond to Table4.

TotaZ Noise [Blocks b8, bt]

(a) For each set of indices I and J (that is, for each
angular location and frequency band), compdre BPN (I,J) and
CTN (I,J), and omit the lower of the two values from the cal-
culation in the next step.

(b) Calculate the total noise TON (I,J) by summing the
contribution of each mechanism in each 1/3 octave band and at
each angular position, from

TON (I,J) = 10 log0 110 BPN(IJ)/10 + 10 CTN(I,J)/10 +

1 0 BBN(IJ)/10 (86)
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TABLE 6. DIRECTIVITY COEFFICIENTS D0 1

ON 0 .1 2 3 4 5

10' - 475:92 1088.41 832.01 207.78 0 0

20' - 488.88 1164.19 929.26 244.73 0 01I

30P - 491.57 1202.70 9.87.87 269.86 0 0

40W 14.22 7.71 2.85 0 0 0

5so 419.53 1046.58 867.72 238.17 0 0

60' 12.96 - 43.78 53.02 .. 20.72 0 0

70* - 286.74 635.16 432.44 105.71 -48.71 -26.11

80* 181.25 - 411.47 295.32 67.81 0 0

S90w 1618.24 - 3933.70 3133.88 821.89 0 0

1000 4033.55 - 9869.94 7937.61 -2104.66 0 0I 110 6613.32 -16167.2 12994.70 -3443.76 0 0
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4.3.4 References for Sec. 4.3

4.3.1. E.A. Burdsall et at, "Fan/Compressor Noise: Prediction,
Research and Reduction Studies," Pratt and Whitney Air-
craft, East Hartford, Connecticut, Feb. 1971.

4.3.2. M.J. Benzakein et aZ, "Fan/Compressor Noise Research,"
General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 1971.
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4.3.5 List of symbols fot Sec. 4.3

Symbol Definition Units*

AREA total inlet area in. 2

B number of blades

BBN broadband noise power

BPF blade passage frequency Hz

BPF2 harmonic of blade passage Hz
frequency

BPR by-pass ratio

C speed of sound in./sec

CHORD blade tip chord in.

DDDXH fan hub diameter gradient

DDDXT fan tip diameter gradient

DELTA ambient inlet pressure i

DF diffusion factor

DIAH fan hub diameter in.

DIAT fan tip diameter in.

DL Inlet duct length ft

De directivity coefficients
(Table 6)

DsubDsup subsonic and supersonic dB
directivity corrections

El shaft rotation frequency Hz

FFR distance to observer ft

FSTAR index number of critical
frequency band

GAP rotor/stator spacing in.
M# effective jet Mach number,

with aircraft forward
motion

*The calculations in this section are based on use of the
specific units cited here.
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Symbol Definition Units

M a Mach number of aircraft

Me corrected effective Mach
number

jet Mach number relative
Jo to speed of sound in

ambient air

NV number of vanes

OLPWL overall sound power level dB
of combination tones

OLSPLI overall sound pressure dB
level at angular position
with index I

OLSPL 6 0  overall sound pressure dB
level at 600 position

PR fan pressure ratio

PRMS reduces mean square
scund pressure

PT2 ambient inlet pressure in. Hg

PWL(K) sound power level in dB
one-third octave band
with index K

PWL1FPWIlR forward and rearward dB
radiated power levels of
fundamental blade pas-
sage tone

PWL2FPWL2R forward and rearward dB
radiated power levels of
harmonic of blade pas-
sage tone

RP radius of curvature of in.
streamline

RPM fan rotational speed rpm

RPMC corrected fan speed rpm
RS blade suction surface in.

radius of curvature
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Symbol Definition o Units

RS' effective radius of in.
curvature of suction
surface

RI effective reduced source/
observer distance, with
aircraft forward motion

So effective Strouhal number

SIGPHI standerd deviation of rad
blade tip metal angle

SPAF specific air flow rate lb/sec ft 2

SPAFC corrected :;ipecific air lb/sec ft 2

flow rate
SPLI,SPL2 sound pressure level at dB

blade passage frequency
and harmonic

STE K average sound pressure dB
level in band with
index K

SPL sound pressure level in dB

band with index K. at
angle e

SPLMFSPLMR mean sound pressure levels dB
in forward and rearward
gradients

TABLE sound pressure correction dB
(Table 5)

TAU gap between blade tips in.

THETA see Eq. 62

TON total tonal noise dB
TT2 ambient inlet temperature °F

Va aircraft velocity in./sec (m/s)

XMXAVE mean axial Mach number
XMREL relative tip Mach number -1P

XMTIP circumferential tip Mach
number

XMXTIP tip axial Mach number
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Symbol Definition Units

f* frequency corrected for Hz
aircraft forward motion

fl fundamental shock noise Hz
frequency, corrected for
aircraft forward motion

f2 sound shock noise fre- Hz
quency, coprected for
aircraft forward motion

,a'l see Eq. 77

O1 ,Q 2  pressure correlation in.- 1 (m-1)
parameters (Eq. 60)

0* air inflow angle dad

8a relative camber angle at deg
a leading edge

ee relative camber angle at deg
t hroat

ii see Eq. 77

eie angular locations deg

e* effective source/zDserver rad
angle, with aircraft
forward motion

1Mach angle rad

cutoff ratio for frequency
band with index K

ýRF cutoff ratio of rotorfield

critical cutoff ratio

separation distances in x in. (m)
and y directions (see
Fig. 14)

a0  by-pass correction

a £ standard deviation of
shock spacing in.

ac€ same as SIOPHI dog

T blade tip gap in.
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4.4 Thrust Reversers

Unlike the Jet exhaust noise treated in Section 4.2, thrust
reverser noise is produced by in n of a jet with a solid
body. This no h pends on the configuration of the solid
body. The two common types of thrust reversers are (1) target
reversers (see Figure 20)s where the entire Jet impinges on a

singic flow-turning surface, and (2) cascade reversers, (see
Figure 21), where the Jet impinges on. a series of vane-like

surfaces.

The procedures given below deal only with the thrust re-
verser noise component. Note that exhaust noise is also pre-

sent during thrust reverser operation. Jet exhaust noise may
be estimated by the methods given in Section 4.2.

4.4.1 Target reversers

(a) Refer to Figure 20 and identify whether the reverser

under consideration is of the V-gutter or of the semi-cylindri-

cal configuration.
(b) Calculate the hydraulic diameter Dh and the equivalent

diameter De from the exit flow area AF and flow perimeter PF

Dh = 4AF/PF

I D a (87)

(c) Evaluate the reference frequency fo front
'~Vj

De(Dh/De)0. (TT/To)0.4(l+COS ei ) (88)

where

e0(V /ca) (89)

and 0i represents the angle between the inlet axis and a line from

the inlet center to the observation point. TT denotes the total

absolute temperature of the exhaust flow and To the absolute tem-

perature of the ambient air.
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(d) Evaluate the terms indicated below

A * 10, log, 0

r asIr. Ilo ,+ ÷. 11,
A 10 log (1 + M cose) (90)

where r denotes the source-to-observer distance and PSL and CSL

represent the standard sea level values of air density and

soundspeed.

(e) Compute the overall sound pressure level LQOA at 900

from the primary jet axis from

r (V /c)
L OA s Ktr + I0 logl + 01 2.5

• p 90 6  +o.01 (v /c0,

10 cos2 log1  (!)+ pc + Ar + A (91)

where 4 is the angle between the source to observer line and the
y axis (fig ) 149 for semi-cylindrical reversers

and Katr =(154 for V-gutter reversers

(f) Determine the overall sound pressure level OASPL at the

observation point of interest by using

L pOA = LpOA0 + 20 c / log cos 304 dB 92

"hiere 8 Is the angle between the Jet axis and the line from the

reverser inlet to the observation point.

(g) Determine the ccrrespondlng one-third octave band

spectrum by use of pig. 22.
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4.4.2 Cascade reversers

(a) Refer to Figure 21. Determine the number of ports
NP and the magnitudes of the dimensions defined in that figure.
Ascertain whether the reverser of interest has an internal flow
deflector to guide the flow into the vanes. Ascertain whether
the vanes are airfoil-shaped or of constant thickness. Determine
the exit area Ae of the cascade system.

(b) Calculate the hydraulic and the equivalent diameter
from

De V 4(NP)(AL)(CL)/i

D 2(AL) (CS)
h AL + CS (93)

(c) Evaluate the reference frequency f0 by use of Equati.on
(88). Calculate the modified reference frequency fr from

f = 1.4 f (94)
r o

(d) Evaluate the terms given by Equations (90).

(e) Compute the overall sound pressure level LpOA at
900 from the Jet axis from

r (V /c )
L OA - cr+10 log 11 +--0.01 (V/Co) + +r+Ape+Aa (95)

where

Kcr 136 + K1 + K2 + 7. A/A(
2 3 (96)
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and

K 0 if there is an internal flow deflector
5 otherwise,

K 0 if the vanes are airfoil-shaped
2 6 if the vanes are of constant thickness

A e cascade exit area

At = tailpipe area

(f) Determine the overall sound pressure level LPOA at

the observation point of interest from
1LpOA = L + 20 log [l + g- sin 2e,] (97)

Lp OAk

where e denotes the angle between the inlet axis and a line
drawn from the inlet center to the observation point.

(g) Determine the corresponding one-third octave band
spectrum by use of Figure 23.
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4.4.3 List of Symbols for Sec. 4.4

Symbol Definition Units*

AF area of thrust reverser exit
flows ir 2  (Mi)

AL arc length of cascade (Fig.21) in (m)

Ae exit area of cascade system in 2  (m 2 )

At tailpipe area in2  (m')

CL cascade length (Fig.21) in (m)

CS cascade spacing (Fig.21) in (m)

De equivalent diameter in (m)

Dh hydraulic diameter in (m)

L sound pressure level dB
p

Ma aircraft Mach number ---

NP number of ports of cascade
PF perimeter of thrust reverser

exit flows in2  (m2 )

Vj jet velocity in/sec (m/s)

c soundspeed in air at standard
sealevel lb/in3  ?(kg/m3 )

C'D sound speed in/sec (m/s)
f frequency Hz

fr modified reference frequency(Eq. 94) Hz
f reference frequency (Eq. 88) Hz
e Oi angle between thrust reverser

inlet axis and line from inlet
center to observation point rad

0 Ov effective flow angle (Eq. 89) Pad
density of exhaus t flow Ib/in' (kg/mr)

6SL density of air at standard
sealevel ib/in' (kg/m')

'SI units are given in parentheses, where appropriate consistent
units must be uned throughout a given set of calculations.
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SECTION V
POWERED LIFT SYSTEMS

5.1 General

In externally blown propulsive lift systems, the Jet engine
exhaust is directed either at a series of flaps (externally
blown flap - EBF - systems) or along the upper surface of the
wing (upper surface blown - USB - systems). In both types of

externally blown concepts, increased lift is obtained as the
result of downward direction of the Jet exhaust flow by a
set of flaps, and the primary source of nearfield noise is the
interaction of the Jet flow with the flaps.

In internally blown systems, high pressure air is ducted
either to a slot nozzle that blows along the upper surface of a
flap (internally blown flap or Jet flap - IBF - systems), or

one that blows into an augmenter channel which also entrains
ambient air (augmenter wing - AW - systems). In both types of
internally blown systems, noise results due to the Jet emanating
from the slot nozzle, as well as due to interaction of the Jet
flow with the flaps.

5.2 Externally Blown Flaps

5.2.1 Engines without external mixers or decayer nozzles

Jet/Flap Interaction Noise Levet and Spectrum

(a) Refer to Fig. 24 for definition of geometry and co-
ordinates.

(b) Evaluate the effective Jet diameter D from

D 4j (Acore + Afan) (98)
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where Acore is the area of core exit nozzle and Afan is

the area of bypass nozzle annulus.

(c) Find the effective Jet velocity Ue from that one

of the following relations that corresponds to the nozzJe being

used.

For a simple round nozzle,

Ue a U0 - mean exit velocity (99)

For a coannular arrangement without internal mixing,

FA V6 + A1
U em core Vcore fAan fan, (100)

"core fan

where Vcore is the core exit velocity, and Vfan is the bypass

annulus exit velocity. For engines with internally mixed flows,

U V co.,,e + BPR • Vfan(1)V 1 + BPR(0

where BPR is the bypass ratio.

(d) Calculate the overall sound pressure level at the ob-

servation point from

L OA 1 10 log (pUeD:) 4 29 - 20 log r + 0. 1 46 F
p ee F

+ 10 log [ s csin + CA s (102)
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where L pOA is the overall sound pressure level (dB, re 2 x 10'N/m2 )

Pe is the mean density of jet, r is the distance from flow

Impingement point to observer, (see Pig. 24) 68 is the detection

angle (degrees) of the flafon which the flow centerline impinges,

* and 0 are coordinate angles, (see Fig. 24) CA is the correction

for forward speed of aircraft obtained from Sec. 5.6.1.

(e) Find the sound pressure level in every one-third octave

band of interest from

L9 L OA - 12.5 + 40 log (fD0/Ue)
p p e

-20 log [0.3 + (fDQ/Ue)"] - ALp (103)

where L is the sound pressure level (dB, re 2 x 10- N/r 2 ) in the

one-third octave band, and f is the center frequency of one-third

octave band (Hz), and
i [I+ X/Do

i •10 log 3 01 for fD0 /U0 < 0.3S• Lp .•(104)

•~ L c
(0 otherwise

x - distance from nozzle exit plane to leading edge of

first flap.

CorreZation Length of Jet/Fiap Interaction Noise

* (a) Find the "plane wave" correlation length tp along the

given surface at a given frequency f from

LP M c/f Cos$ (105)

where c Is the speed of sound In ambient air, and 0 is

the angle between line from source center to observation point

and the normal to the surface under consideration.
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(b) Find the "spherical wave" correlation length I from

LBr ' (106)

where r. is the distance from source center to a plane drawn
tangent to the surface of interest at the observation point

* (measured in direction perpendicular to this plane).

(c) Take as the correlation length the lesser one of Zp and
tpLs"

Surface Pressures

4 For any surface on which the Jet impinges, estimate the

4 fluctuating pressure level in any one-third octave band by use
of Fig. 25.

(a) Calculate the value of fDO/Ue for the center frequency

If of the one-third octave band. D. is the effective diameter

of Jet, see Eq. (98) Ue is the effective Jet velocity, see

* Eqs. (99) - (101).

(b) From Fig. 25, read the corresponding value of normalized

fluctuating pressure level, 20 log (p/q).

(c) Calculate the dynamic pressure of the Jet

1 2q qw½Pe e (107)

(d) Find the fluctuating pressure level from

FPL a 20 log (p/q) + 20 log (q) + 127.5 ,(08)

where FPL Is the fluctuating pressure level in the one-third octave

band (dB, re 2 x 10- N/m2 ).
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Y

To estimate the corresponding spanwise correlation length,

use Fig. 26.

(a) Calculate the reduced frequency by multiplying fDo/Ue

(found above) by 3D0/x, where x is the axial distance from jet

exit plane to observation point.

(b) Find L/D 4 from Fig. 26 and calculate the spanwise cor-

relation length X. Estimate the streamwise correlation length as

being approximately equal to the spanwise correlation length.

5.2.2 Engines with external mixer or decayer nozzles

ji Jet/Flap Interaction Noise LeveZ and Spe'trum

(a) Refer to Fig. 24 for definition of geometry and co-

ordinates.

(b) Evaluate the effective jet diameter D0 from Eq. (98).

(c) Find the effective jet velocity Ue that corresponds to

the engine without a mixer/decayer from the appropriate one of

Eqs. (99) - (101).

(d) Use Fig. 27 to find the ratio RU = Ued/Ue of Jet velocity

Ued with a mixer/decayer to the corresponding velocity Ue without

a decayer, at the axial distance x from the jet exit to the

impingement point. Calculate Ued.

mm (a) Find the uncorrected overall sound pressure level OASPL

from Eq. (102), using U ed in place of Ue.
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(M) Find the (corrected...: overall sound pressure level
OASPL fromC

OASPL L OA -10 + AOASPL (0)

~OASPL~6 log R for x!/D< 3(1)

(g) Find the frequencies fL and f between which the one-
third octave spectrum is nearly constant from

f = 0.1 U /Do
L e 0

• • (h) Find the sound pressure level Lp in every one-third

octave band between fL and f. from

Lp OASPLc - 10 . (112)

CorreZua,-ion Length of Jet/FZap ITte~raction Noise

Follow the procedure of Sec. 5.2.1.

Surface Pressures

(a) Find the effective Jet velocity Ue that corresponds to

the engine without a mixer/decayer from the appropriate one of

Eqs. (99) - (101).

(b) Use Fig. 27 to find RU t Ued/Ue; then calculate Ued.

102
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(c) Proceed as in Sec. 5.2.1 , but use Ued everywhere in
place of Ue*

5.3 Upper Surface Blown Flaps

5.3.1 .et/?la p ,ntr-racLion noise

OveraZZ LeveZ

(a) Evaluate the effective jet diameter D. by use of

Eq. (98).

(b) Find the effective jet velocity Ue by use of

the appropriate one of Eqs. (99) - (101).

(c) Refer to Fig. 28 for definition of the coordinates

0, V, and r, which are measured from the point on the flap trailing

edge that is located in the middle of the jet flow.

(d) Find the overall sound pressure level at the observation

point from

Lp 10 log e6 D2) + 30 - 20 logr + 0.01 6LpoA = 0l (e Ue cDF

[i.o
1 + sin* e+ 4+ 10 log [C--cos2 2 j CA (113)

where LpoA is the overall sound pressure level (dB, re 2 x 10-

N/m2 ), Pe is the mean density of jet flow, r is the

distance from jet center on trailing edge to observation point

(ft), see Fig. 28 , 8 F is the flap deflection angle (degrees),
0,p are the coordinate angles, see ig. 28 , and CA i~s the cor-

rection for aircraft forward speed (from Sec. 5.6.1).
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One-Third Octave Band Spectrum

For every one-third octave band of' interest:

(a) Find the corresponding value of fD /U , where f denotes
0e

the center frequency or the band.

(b) From Fig. 29, determine the difference A (between the
overall sound pressure leve' and the baseline one-third octave

band level) that corresponds to this value of fD /U
o e

(c) Find the baseline sound pressure level Lb in the one-

third octave band from

Lb + LpoA +A . ( ll4)

(d) This baseline level pertains to a configuration with an

impingement angle of 200 and a nozzle aspect ratio of 4.0, and

without a deflector. Obtain the corrected one-third octave band

level SPL from the baseline level, from

" b. + *De (115)-p • b+CAR~ C~I'De

where CAR, CI, 0De are corrections for aspect ratio, impingement

angle, an-,d for the presence of a deflector, obtained from Figs.

30, 31, and 32, respectively.

Note that Figs. 31 and 32 make use of the reduced frequency
fDo/Ue, but that Fig. 30 employs the reduced frequency fLf/Ue,

where Lf represents the distance along the upper wing surface

from the nozzle exit to the trailing edge; see Fig. 28.
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Cori'eZation ?length

Follow the procedure of Sec. 5.2.1, considering as the

source center the point on the trailing edge in the Jet mid-plane.

5.3.2 Surface pressures

Determine the one-third octave band spectrum for the observa-

tion point of interest by applying Fig. 33 . For lateral observa-

tion point locations other than those shown explicitly, interpolate

between the given curves.

Find the corresponding axial correlation length Ix and the

laterwal woelatlron lzngth t from Fig. 34.

5.4 Augmenter Wing

5.4.1 Noise level and spectrum

(a) Refer to Fig. 35 for definition of the coordinates.

(b) Divide the entire span into a series of contiguous

elements whose spans Ls are sufficiently small so that L < r

for each. Note Ls, e, and 1P for each element.

(c) Calculate a reference sound pressure level from

RSPL = 60 log V + 10 log A - 5 log (L/h) - 30.5 , (116)

where V is the velocity of Jet in the wing (ft/sec), A is the
area of wing nozzle (ft'), L is the length of flap (ft), and

h is the height of nozzle (ft).
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(d) Find the contribution to the one-third octave band

spectrum at the observation point made by each element, as follows:

i. Find the azimuthal directivity correction D from
Fig. 36.

ii. Find the elevation directivity correction D from

Fig. 37.

iii. Calculate the overall sound pressure level at the

observation point from

L poA = RSPL + De + D• 1 0 log (L./£s + C A - 20 log r,

(117)

where L is the total augmenter span, r is the distance from

midpoint of augmenter channel element to observation point (ft),

and CA is the correction for aircraft forward speed (dB); see

Sec. 5.6.2.

iv. Use Fig. 38 to determine the one-third octave band

sound pressure level L at each frequency of interest.
p

(e) Calculate the sound pressure level in each frequenoy

band of interest by combining the contribution froim all elements,

using the relation

(L /10)
L =10 lOog 10 pi (118)P i

where L is the sound pressure level at observation point due to

only the ith element, and L is the sound pressu're level at ob-
p

servation point due to all elements. The summation is carried ott

over all elements.
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(f) Find the correlation length by applying the procedure of

Se^. 5.2.1 , using the geometric center of the augmenter as the

source center.

5.4.2 Surface pressures

Use Fig, 39 Lo esti±rate the root-mean-square fluctuating
pressure in every one-third octave band of interest, for any point

inside the augmenter channel.

If the fluctuating pressure level is desired, calculate it

from Eq. (108) , using Eq. (107) for q.

Definitive information on correlation lengths is lacking.

The best one can do is to estimate IX (in the streamwise direction)

and I (in the cross-stream direction) as between 1 and 4 times
y

the nozzle height h, with lower values occurring near the aug-

menter leading edge and higher values near the trailing edge.

On the flap, one may expect Ix > t on the shroud, y > Zx

5.5 Jet Flap

5.5.1 Noise

Two mechanisms contribute to jet flap noise: the Jet itself,

and flow interaction with the flap.

Jet Noie

(a) Divide the slot nozzle into a series of contiguous ele-

ments, each having a spanwise length that is less than the distance

from the center of the slot nozzle element to the observation point.
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(b) Consider ea,;h element as a scparatc slot nozzle and
predict its noise contribution at the observation point by

using the procedure of See. 4.2.1l

(e) nomblne h ontributions from all elements bý application

of Eq. (118).

Flap Noise

(a) Estimate the shear layer thickness S TE (ft) at the trailing
edge from

1 10.5 (UoLf/v)- 4  for Lf/h < 10

STE .L2
0.5 (IOU h/v)- +0. - 1/ for Lf/h> 10 (119)

where L, is the distaoce along flap surface from nozzle exit to
trailing edg-7 (ft), U, is the jet exit velocity (ft/sec), h is the

slot nozzle thickness (ft), and v is the kinematic viscosity of

air (ftl/sec).

(b) Estimate the flow velocity UTE (ft/sec) at the flap

trailing edge from

U0 for Lf/h < 10
UTE = (Lf )o

U h-- I0 for Lf/l > 10 (120)

(c) Divide the flap into a series of contiguous spanwise

el,'mont9, each havin.- a spanwise length Zs that is less than the

distince 1'rom the center of the flap eleitient trailing edge to

the observationi point.
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(d) Estimate the noise contribution made by each element as

follows:

1. Refer to Fig. 35 for definition of the cocrdinates;

take the nozzle shown there to correspond to the sln.

S....•.... w&"•tiant unaer c'.nsideration.

Ii. Determine the overall sound pressure level LpIOA
due to the element under consideration from

L pOA - 10 log 1sin** cos(~.) - 20 log r

+10 log [6TEIS UE) - 16.5 + CA (121)

where *,e are the coordinate angles, see Fig, 35
r is the distance fronm center of trailing edge of the
flap element to observation point (ft), to is the
span o' the Clap element (ft.), and CA is the correction

for forward speed of the aircraft (dB) 'rom Sec. 5.6.3.

iii. Find the one-third octave band sound pressure level
SPL corresponding to any band center frequency of

interest by application of Fig. 40.

(e) Combine the contributions from all elements by use of
Eq. (118).

(f) Estimate the correlation lengths by means of the procedure
of Sec. 5.2.1 considering as the source center the midpoint of
the trailing edge of the entire flap.
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5.5.2 Surface pressures

(9) Prtimate tk-n local boundAry layer thickness 6 x(f4 .

the obse,'vation point from

0.5 (ULx/V)'%2 for Lx,-n < 10

10.5 (10 U hIv)O1 + 0.1 - - 10 for LA/h > .0 (12-)

and the local flow velocity UX (ft/sec) from

SUO for La/h : 10

UO 01( - ) -o.for L/h > 10 (123)

where Lx is the streamwise distance along the flap surface from nozzle

exit to observation point (ft), U0 is the jet exit velocity (ft/sec),
v im the kinematic viscosity c.' air (It'/sece, .nd h is the L....
ness of slot nozzle (ft).

(b) Find 20 log (p,/q) from Fig. 41 corresponding to the
center frequency f of each band of interest.

(c) Evaluate

20 log (p/q) a 20 log (p,/q) + 10 log f - 6.5 , (124)

where p is the rms pressure in the one-third octave band (lb/ft 2 )

P1 is the rms pressure in the one-Hertz band (lb/ft-'), q is tho dynamic

pressure of the jet (]b/Wt2 ), and f is the center frequency of one-
thiOd octave band (Hz). If desired, calculate the corresponding

one-third octave band fluctuating pressure level from Eq. (108).
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(d) Use the procedure of See. 5.3.2 and Fig. 110 to estimate
the corresponding correlation lengths.

5.6 Correction for Foward Speed of Aircraft

5.6.1 Externally blown configurations

For externally blown flaps or upper surface blown flaps,
evaluate the forward speed correction factor of Eq. (102) or
(113) from

CAm 10 K log 1 - i(125)

using the appropriate value of K, taken from Fig. 42 . Here,
Va is the aircraft forward velocity (ft/sec), and U is the
effective Jet velocity (ft/sec); see Eqs. 99 - 101 . (In the
presence of external mixer/decayers, use Ued in place of U e.)

5.6.2 Augmenter wings

Evaluate the forward speed correction term that appears in
Eq. k z±7) from

CA 10 K, log 1 - (126)

where V is the aircraft forward speed (ft/sec)$ V is the
velocity of Jet in the wing (ft/sec), and K. is found from Fig."43.
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5.6.3 Jet flaps

Evaluate the forward speed correction CA that appears in
Eq. (121) from

rv aCos 6 FCA 50 log 1 - U (127)UTF

where V a is the aircraft forward speed (ft/sec), 6F Is the flap
deflection angle, and UTE is the flow velocity at thi flap tralling
edge (ft/sec); see Eq. (120)
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5.7 List of Symbols for Sec. V

Symbol Definition Units*

A area of wing nozzle ft 2 (Wn)

area of core exit ft' (2n)
nozzle

Afan area of by-pass nozzle ft, (W')
annulus

BPR by-pass ratio

CA correction for forward dB
CA -speed

Do effective Jet diameter ft (M)

FPL fluctuating pressure dB
levej.

L length of flap ft (M)

L distance along upper ft (M)
wing surface from
nozzle exit to trailing
edge (Fig. 28)

L sound pressure level in dB
one-third octave ban('

L OA overall sound pressure dB
level

L augmentor span ft (M)

L axial distance along upper ft (M)
wing surface from nozzle
exit to observation point

P perimeter of wing nozzle ft (m)
section area

RU velocity ratio
U flow velocity at flap ft/sec (m/s)

trailing edge

OSI units are shown in parentheses where appropriate. The
unlts given here are typical. In some cases, use of specific
units is required; this is indicated in the text, where
necessary.
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Symbol Definition Units

Ue effective Jet velocity ft/sec (m/s)
Ued mean Jet velocity with ft/sec (m/s)

mixer/decayer

U flow velocity at obser- ft (m)

vation point

U0  mean Jet velocity ft/sec (m/s)

"Va aircraft forward ft/sec (m/s)
yvelocity

Vcore core exit velocity ft/sec (m/s)

Sfan by-pass annulus exit ft/sec (m/s)
Vavelocity

V velocity of Jet in wing ft/sec (m/s)

C speed of sound in ft/sec (m/s)
ambient air

f center frequency of one- Hz
third octave band

f lower and upper limiting Hzf frequencies of flat
spectrum

h height or thickness of ft (m)
nozzlr

t spanwise correlation ft (m)
length

I plane wave correlation ft (m)
length

2. spherical source cor- ft (m)
relation length

Scorrelation length in ft (m)
streamwise direction

correlation length in

p sound pressure or lb/ft 2 (N/m 2 )
fluctuating pressure

pI rms pressure in 1 Hz lb/ft 2 (N/1n 2 )
band
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K Symbo I Definition Units

q dynamic pressure lb/ft2 (N/mr)

r distance from Jet ft (M)
action point to observa-
tion point (see Figs. 24,
28)

r source-to-observer ft (M)
distance

ro distance from source ft (M)
center to a plane tangent
to the surface at the
observation point

x axial distance from nozzle ft (M)
exit to leading edge of
flap (see Fig. 24)

A sound pressure level dif- ft (M)
ference (see Fig. 29)

angle between line from
source center to observa-
tion point and the normal
to the surface under con-
sideration

6 F flap angle (see Figs. 24, deg
35)

6 shear layer thickness at ft (.i:.•6TE flap trailing edge

6 boundary layer thickness ft (i,.)x at observation point

9 angle to observation point rad
or fuselage (see Figs. 24,
28, 35)

V kinematic viscosity of air ft 2 /sec (m2 /s)

Pe mean Jet exhaust density slug/ft 3 (kg/rn3 )
angle to observation rad
point, as measured from
Jet section pont (see
Figs. 24, 28, 35)
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SECTION VI
NOISE OF PROPELLER/ENGINE SYSTEMS

6.1 General

Fluctuating surface pressures on propeller-driven aircraft

result both from the propellers and from the prime mover.

Pressures due to propellers are treated in Sec. 6.2; these
pressures are likely to predominate in the vicinity of the

propeller disk. The noise from the engines may play a signifi-
cant role at locations near the engines; this noise is addressed

in Sec. 6.3.

6.2 Propeller Noise

6.2.1 Introduction

Noise Components and Mechanisem

Propeller noise generally is considered in terms of two

parts:

(1) Rotational noise, wnich consists of discrete-frequoncy
components at the blade-passage frequency and its harmonics
(i.e., at integral multiples of the blade-passage frequency);

and

(2) Vortex noise, which has broadband characteristics.

Rotational noise usually predominates, particularly at low
frequencies. This noise is associated with (1) the. rotation of
the steady forces that act on the propeller blades to produce

thrust and torque, and (2) unsteady loads acting on the blades
due to spatial variation of the inflow to the propeller disk.
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Vortex noise is caused primarily by (1) turbulent boundary

layer flow off the trailipg edges or the propeller blades, and

(2) turbulent inflow to the propeller. The latter is negligible

in standard tractor propeller installations. Because broadbAnd

noise is significant principally in the mid and high-frequency

regions, its acoustic nearfield is important only at locations

that are much nearer to the propeller disk than is the case for

rotational noise.

Limitationo of Available Prediction Techniques

Prediction methods for the sound pressures associated with

propeller thrust and torque are reasonably well validated, but

the associated spatial distributions have not been verified

experimentally.

The technical literature includes no discussion or data

pertaining to the nearfield of propeller vortex noise. There-

fore the method presented here is based on a farfield predic-

tion technique, whose validity for the nearfield remains to

be established.

Correction8 Required

Corrections for reflections from the aircraft surface are

included in the prediction methods presented in this section.

For aircraft near the ground, ground reflections must be con-

sideread; see Section 3.2.
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No corrections to account for the effects of aircraft for-

ward speed are required here beyond those indicated.

6.2.2 Rotational noise (freefleld)

(a) Locate the coordinates x, z of the observation point

(See Figure 44).

x - axial distance of observation point ahead of

propeller plane

z - radial distance of observation point from edge

of propeller disk.

(b) If z is less than the propeller diameter D, use the pro-

cedure of Section 6.2.2 ; otherwise, use Section 6.2.2.

Obaervatiop: Point Between One and Two PropelZer Diameters from

Axis; O<a(D (Based on Ref. (6.2.1])P

(a) Calculate the propeller tip Mach Number Mt from

Mt U iD (RPM)/60c (128)

and the blade passage frequency f1 from

f - n (RPM/60 (.129)
I1

where

D = propeller diameter (ft)

RPM a rotational speed (revolutions/min)

c a ambient speed of sound (ft/sec)

n a number of blades

0 See Sec. 6.2.5 for references for Sec. 6.2.
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(b) Find the overall freefield sound pressure level OASPL0

in the propeller plane from

OASPL 0 20 log W - 40 log D + 36.6 Mt

+ 75.8 - (33.4 - 24.4 Mt) log (z/D)

+ 20 log (3/n) - 10 log [(460 +T)/528) (130)

where

W - power supplied to propeller (hp)

T - temperature of ambient air (OF)

(c) Find the overall freefield sound pressure level ALpOA

at the observation point from

LpOA OASPL 0 + AL, (131)

using Figure 45 to find the adjustment term AL for the proper

reduced axial distance x/D of the observation point.

(d) Calculate the helical tip Mach number Mh from

M M- 2+ (132)

where

Ma -Mach number of aircraft.

Then use Figure 46 to find the freefield sound pressure levels

at the blade passage frequency and its multiples.
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(e) For observation points on or near the aircraft surface
and located axially at -0.25D~x<0.25D, correct the freefield
levels (to account for reflection) by adding the correction
values indicated in Figure 52. For other observation point
locations, see Section 3.2.1.

Observation Point Beyond One Prope.Zer Diamheter from Edge of

Disk; x>D (Based on Ref. [6.2.23)

(a) Find the partial level LI from Figure 47.

(b) Calculate the tip Mach number Mt from Equation (128).
Use Figure 48 to de"t.rmine the correction AL for tip Mach num-
ber and reduced radial distance z/D from the edge of the prupeller
disk.

(c) Find the correction AL0 directivity from the "average"
curve of Figure 49.

S(d) Calculate the overall sound pressure level LP0 4 at
the observation point from

LpoA I + AL + AN + 20 log (4/n) + 40 log (15.5/D)

- 20 log r (133)

where

n = number of blades

D - propeller diameter (ft)
r * distance of observer from center of propeller (ft)

(e) Calculate the helical tip Mach number from Equation
(132); then use Figure 50 to find the sound pressure levels
at the bl~pe passage frequency and its harmonics.
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()For observation points on or near the aircraft surface

and located axially at -O.25D~x<0.?5D, correct the above calcu-

lated freefield levels by adding, the correction values given by

Figure 52. For other observation point locations,, Lee

Section 3.2.1.

6.2.3 B~roadband noise (based on ref [6.2.3])

(a) Find the peripheral speed U (ft/sec) of the propeller

at 0.7 of its radius from

U 0.7 71 (RPM) .0/60 (134)

and calculate the overall acoustic power level1 OAWL from

OAWL -)40 + 10 log A + 60 log U (135)
b

where

2
Ab Total blade area projeCted onto blade disk (ft)

(b) Evaluate the projected' blade tIbickness d from
p

d d coc b sic(3

where~

d =blade thic~kness

b = blade chord length

a =bladc ýingle of a tt ank

all evaluated at- the 70% radius posit.cn.

1' .0

[. {• (f) For observation points ~ononerteacrtsuae
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(c) Calculate the spectrum peak frequency f from

pp• • ~~fp- 0.28 U/dp Z7

and use Table 7 to develop an estimate of the octave band

spectrum of acoustic power level PWL.

(d) For each observation pointý of interest, find the sound

pressure level SPL that corresponds to each power level FWL from

L PWL -3 -20 log r + 10 log [l.- J (28) Cos 2e0 (138)
p 0

where

r = distance of observation point from center of propeller

(ft)

B pitch angle of propeller at 0.7 radLus

e = angle between propeller,axss and line from propeller

center to observation point

Sand Figure 51 may be used to evaluate the function"J (28).

(e) For observation points on or near'the Aircraft surface

and lociated axially at -0.25D<x<0.25D, correct'the above calcu-

lated freefteld levels by adding the correct..on values given by

Figure 52. For other observation point locations, see

Sec,.Ion 3.2.1.



6.2.4 Spatial distributions

Rotational Noise

Rotational noise from thrust, torque and thickness effects

has a phase pattern that is fixed relative to the propeller

blades and rotates with them. The phase (propagation) speeds in

the radial and axial directions are sonic, but. a Doppler correc-

tion must be applied for the axial direction, to account for

forward motion of the aircraft.

For the ith order component of noise from an n-bladed

propeller, the wavelengths (ft) in the radial, circumferential,

and axial directions with respect to the propeller are given by

r o.

=r (z + R)/niXc
A bA [(1 " )- U/c] (139)

ýX 0

where i e _Ma,
• ~ ~~sin 8 0 M

4 1 'a! • V i(J-40)

anCos A c/cos0 d- i +-a

and X. el/f denotes the wavelength of sound in air.

Rotational noise due to inflow nonuniformities has a cir-

cumferential phase pattern that depends on the spatial distribution
of the inflow and that is fixed with respect to the aircraft. The

radial and axial wavelengths are the same as those given above for

rotational noise due to thrust, torque and thickness effects.
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Vortez Noise

No information is available on which to base a method for

estimlating the spatial correlations associated with vortex

noise.

, 6.2.5 References for Sec. 6.2

6.2.1 Franken, P.A.,et aZ. "Methods of Flight Vehicle Noise

Prediction" WADC TR 58-343, November 1958

6.2.2 Metzger, , Magliozzi, , Towk, and Gray,

"A Study of Propeller Noise Research" United Aircraft

1961

6.2.3 Ungar, E. E, et at. "A OGuide for Predicting the Aural

4 Detectability of Aircraft" AFFDL - TR-71-22; March 1972

I,
6.2.4 Hubbard, H. H.and Regier, A. A. "Free-Space Oscillating

Pressures Near Tips of Rotating Propellers" NACA TR 996;

1960
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6.2.6 List of Symbols for Sec. 6.2

Symbol Definition Uni ts*

Ab total propeller blade area
"bprojected onto blade disk ft 2  (M2 )

D propeller diameter ft (m)

J 0 (2 ) function of Fig. 51 ---

Lp(ft) sound pressure level at
rotational noise frequency
f i dB

L pA overall sound pressure level dB

Ma Mach number of aircraft ---

Mh helical tip Mach number

M propeller tip Mach number
t

R propeller radius ft (m)

RPM rotational speed rpm

T temperature of ambient air OF

U peripteral speed of propeller
at 0.7 radius ft/sec (m/s)

W pow-er supplied to propeller Hp

b blade chord length ft (m)

c speed of sound in ambient air ft/sec (m/s)

d blade thickness ft (m)

projected blade thickness
p (see Eq. B.6) ft (m)

f blade passage frequency Hz

fp1  frequency at spectrum peak Hz

n number of blades ---

r distance of observer from
propeller center ft (m)

*SX units are given in parentheses, where appropriate. The units
shown hero are typical ones. Where use of spe.if'ic unrits Is
required for certain calculations, thls is indicated in the text.
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Symbol Definition Units

xz coordinates (see Fig. 44) rt (M)

blade angle of attack deg

SB pitch angle of propeller
at 70% of radius deg

angle of r with propeller
axis (see Figs. 44, 49) deg

X wavelength in circumfer-
ential direction ft (M)
wavelength in radial

r direction ft (M)
wavelength in axial
direction ft (M)

0@ wavelength of sound in
air ft (M)
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TABLE 7

OCTAVE-RAN4D SPECTRUM OF PROPELLER VORTEX NOISE

fOB/pk If 2 4 8 16

LwOALw 8 4 8 9 13 14

fOB = center frequency of octave band

fpk = peak frequency of vortex noise spectrum

LwoA = overall acoustic power level

Lw = acoustic power level in octave band

3
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6.3 Engines

6.3.1 Turboshaft engines

The noise of a turboshaft engine contains:contributions
from the compressor and the exhaust jet. In this regard it is

like a turbojet engine, and the same estimation procedures
apply for these components." However, a turboshaft engine may
also generate a significant amount of "mechanicalnoise" or
"casing noise," which combines with that due to the other two
major sources to constitute the total noise.

The empirical prediction methods described below are .f
questionable reliability, since they are based on field data

[6.3.1, 6.3.2)*obtained on stationary power-plant gas turbine
engines. Although these methods also do not take directivity
into account and although their-applicability to the nearfield
is not known, they are the best available.

Jet Exhaust

Proceed as in Section 4.2.

If insufficient information is available to apply those
techniques, proceed as in Section 6.3.1. for casing noise, but
use the reduced spectra of Figure 54 instead of those of
Figure 53.

Compreosor

Proceed as in Section 4.3.

If insufficient information is available to apply these

techniques, proceed as in Section 6.3.1 for casing noise, but

* See Sec. 6.3.3 for references.
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use the reduced spectra of Figure 55 instead of those of

Figure 53.

CASING

(a) Calculate the shaft frequency fs and the blade passage
frequency fB from

Bi

fs = RPM/60

f B a N'fs (141)

where RPM denotes the shaft RPM and N the number of compressor

blades.

(b) Use Figure 53 to develop two octave-band power

level spectra; one based on fs , one based on fB"

(c) Develop a single power level spectrum, as follows:
i) For frequencies below fs, use the levels from the

spectrum based on fs"

ii) For frequencies between f. and fB/4, use the higher
of the levels given by the two spectra developed above.

iii) For frequencies above fB/4, use the levels f'rom

the spectrum based on fB"

(d) Determine the octave-band sound pressure level values
from the sound power level values determined above by using

Lp Lw - 20log R - (142)

where R is the distance from the engine to the observation
point, in feet.
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6.3.2 Piston engines

The noise or a piston engine typically contains contribu-
tions from tile exhaust and intake, as well as "imechanical"i or

"ceasing" noise, which remains if the Intake and exhaust are

fully muffled. The same empirical estimation approach is used

here for each of the three noise components.

The empirical prediction technique described below is

based on correlation [6.3.1) of data for about 50 engines rated

between 9 and 3850 Hp and operating at between 225 and 1800 rpm

[6.3.2); none of these engines were of the aircraft type. Al-

though this technique also includes no directivity and specific

nearfield corrections, it is the only generally useful one

available.

()Calculate the engine firing frequency ~f fromt () F (RPM)N /60nj (143)

where RPM represents the engine rpm,, Ncthe number of cylinders,

and n~ the number of revolutions per firing (for one cylinder).*

(b) Evaluate the octave-band power-level spectrum associ-

ated with each noise component by using Figure 56.

(c) Use Equation (1412) to convert each power level spec-

trum to a sound pressure level spectrum.

6.3.3 Rotary combustion (wankel) engines

As for a piston engine, the noise of a rotary combustion

engine is made up of contributions from the exhaust, intake, and
casing. The same empirical estimation approach is used here for

Most saii-ignition engines take two revolutions for completion
of a four-stroke cycle, so that n * 2. For two-stroke cycle en-
gines, a firing occurs for each revolution, and n-. 1.
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each of the three components.

The~empirical prediction technique described here is based

on a very limited amount of data [6.3.3] based on three differ-

ent double-rotor engines yielding between 30 and 105 hp and

running at 2500 to 5000 rpm. Applicability of this technique

to grossly different engines is questionable.

(a) Evaluate the octave-band power level spectrum associ-

ated with each component by using Figure 57.

(b) Use Equation (1.42) to convert each power level spec-

trum to the corresponding pressure level spectrum.

6.3.3 References for Sec. 6.3

6.3.1 Ungar, E.E., et aZ., "A Guide for Predicting the Aural
Detectability of Aircraft," AFFDL-TR-71-22

6.3.2 Miller, L., "Acquisition and Study of Noise data of
Diesel and Gas Engines," BBN Report No. 1476.

6.3.3 Berkowitz, M., Hermes, W., and Lamping, H., "Rotating
Combustion Engine Evaluation for Low Nolse Aircraft
Applications,' Curtis-Wright Corp., Report CW-WR-69-
078.F, January 1970.
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6.3.4 List of Symbols for Sec. 6.3

Symbol Definition Units*

H engine power output Hp
(Hp)rated rated engine powerp

Lp sound pressure level dB

Ssound power .level in octave band dB
N number of compressor blades ---

N number of cylinders ---

R distance from engine to
observation point ft

RPM engine speed rpm

f center frequency of octave band Hz
fB blade passage frequency Hz
fF firing frequency Hz

fs shaft rotation frequency Hz

n number of revolutions per firing

*The estimation techniques of this section require use of the
specific units indicated here.
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SECTION VII

BLAST PRESSURES DUE TO ARMAMENT

?.1 Closed Breech Weapons

Each firing of a round produces a blast due to the rapid

escape of the propellant gases from the nozzle. The blast

overpressure (measured from ambient atmospheric conditions)

at a given observation point rises very rapidly to its peak

value, then decays more slowly and typically overshoots the

zero value slightly toward the negative. For practical esti-

mation purposes, the pressure signature of a single blast may be
represented as a triangular pulse with zero rise-time; that of

blasts from an automatic weapon may be represented as a

sawtooth-like series of such pulses. (See Figure 58.)

7.1.1 Peak Overpressure

The estimation methods presented here apply to the free-

field; i.e., in absence of any reflecting surfaces. These
values must be corrected as indicated in Section 3.2.1, to

account for reflection at the receiving surface.

Stationary Aircraft

(a) Determine the axial and lateral distances x and R of

the observation point from the end of the barrel,
and find the reduced (dimensionless) distances x/C

and R/C, where C denotes the caliber of the weapon

(i.e., the inside diameter of the barrel).

(b) For -30<x/C<80 and O<R/C<90, use Figure 59 .to deter-

mine the value of the reduced peak overpressure

AP C2 b/E, extrapolating the given curves and inter-

polating between them, as needed.

3.65
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For observation point locations outside the above-

mentioned range, calculate the angle 0 that a line

drawn from the muzzle to the observation point
makes with the direction of projectile travel,
using

0 - arc tan (R/x) (144)

Then find where a line drawn from the origin of

Figure 59 at that angle intersects the outermost

curve; read the corresponding value (AP C2 b/E) a
and the coordinates xa/C, Ra/C of the intersection*.
Calculate the reduced overpressure at the observa-

tion point from

AP C'b/E = (AP C2b/E)a (

(c) From the value of' AP C2 b/E determine as above, calcu-

late the peak overpressure AP. Here b represents the

barrel length and E the energy release from the gun

blast.

Moving Airoraft

The effect of aircraft motion is to increase the pressure

ahead of the barrel and to reduce it in the aft region. In

order to account for this effect, multiply the value of AP ob-

tained for stationary aircraft by

(AP)Amoving= 1 + U 0.7 cosO+ w/- 0.49 sin20 (146)
,AP \L 2n/ \*(

Note: The subscript a has been appended to the symbols
representing values read here fi'om Fig. 59.
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where U denotes the aircraft speed in the direction of projec-

tile travel, n represents the energy released per unit mass

of propellant, and e is given by Equation (144).

7.1.2 Impulse, pulse duration, and spectrum

The impulse I associated with a gun blast is defined as

the area under the positive portion of the overpressure-vs-
time curve; see Figure 58. Typical units of I are psi-msec.

Estimation of the impulse is required for estimation of the
pulse duration and frequency spectrum. The procedures des-
cribed here apply for moving, as well as for stationary aircraft.

ImpUZse

(a) Determine the reduced axial and radial distances,

x/C and R/C, of the observation point from the end

of the barrel.

(b) For -30<x/C<90 and O0R/C<90, use Figure t60 o deter-
mine the value of the reduced Impulse IC'4 b 4/E

corresponding to the observation point location.

Extrapolate and interpolate from Figure 60 , as

necessary.
For observation point locations outside of the afore-
mentioned range, calculate the angle 0 from Equation
(144), and draw a corresponding line from the origin
of Figure, 60. Determine where this line intersects

the outermost curve oa the Figure, and read the

corresponding values* of x1 /C, ri/C and (IC/b 4/E) .

Note: The subscript i has been appended to the symbols
representing values determined here from Fie. 60.
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4,1

Then calculate the reduced impulse at the observa-
tion 'point from + i

SICVb3/4/ = .(IC h I/E)i X12 + i

x x2 + R2 (147)
(c) Calculate I from the value of Ic54b'/E determined

,• ab ove.

SPulse Duration

Find the duration TI of the pulse (see Figure 58 ) from

T= 21/AP (148)

Spectrum
For a single pulse (Figure q8 a), the frequency content

is bect described by the spectral density S(w). If the ide~l-

ized pulse is approximated by a triangular shape, its spectral

density is given by
SS(•), (AP)'

"",)= [(,iTI) 2 + 2(1-cos wT -T sin wTI)) (149)
2 Ir 2w 2 11

w TI

For a pulse train (Figure 58b ),the spectrum consists
of' components at discrete frequencies f~ = =/2,3

..,where T Rdenotes the time between pulses. The amplitukde

A of the component at frequency f is given byn n

A u---[(2iran)' + 2 (1-cos 27ian -27iin sin 21tan)]½ (1501)

n 2 W2 n 12a

* where

ot T /TR (151)
"4'i

I n
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7.1.3 Spatial correlation

(a) Approximate the surface at the location of interest
by a plane. Determine the distance r of this plane0

from the center of the muzzle. (Note: this distance

j is measured along a line perpendicular to the plane.)

(b) Calculate the correlation length L for the component

at frequency f from

CC (2ro for f > (152)

For f < C/2wro, the correlation length is essentially

zero.

(c) Find the correlation coefficient corresponding to a

4 separation distance ý (in any direction along the

surface of interest)from

= exp (-&/L) for f>C/4Rro0PW (153)
10 for f_<C/4,Tr0

7.2 Open-Breech (Recoilless) Weapons

'Recoilless weapons emit a forward blast from the muzzle,

as well as a rearward blast from the open breech. The nozzle

blast predominates near the muzzle and forward of the weapon;

the breech blast predominates near and behind the breech. Both

blasts may make similar contributions directly at the side of

the weapon; in general, the contributions from both blasts must
"be evaluated and superposed.

Little is known about the effect of air.-raft flight speed on

the blast fields produced by recoilless weapons. Because of this

absence of information and because such weapons typically are used
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only at relatively low flight speeds, the estimation techniques

indica.ted here may. be used for all flight speeds of usual interest.

" The pressures and"pressure spectra found by the methodsJ •given belowpertain to th' freefie~d, Effects of reflections at

iarcraftasUrraces..must be taken into account As indicated in

Sec'., 3.21.

7.2.1 Muzzle blast

(a) Calculate the peak overpressure AP (psi) at the observa-

tion point from

AP - 11.8 x I0-1 Pc(C/R) 1 1  (154)Ic

where P represents the chamber pressure (psi), C the caliber
C

(inside barrel diameter, in.), and R the distance from the center

of the muzzle to the observation point.

(b) Calculate the corresponding impulse I (psi-sec) from

I - (0.335) (PcE 2 )' 3 (C/R)°' 0 8  (155)

where E represents energy in the propellant minus the kinetic

-j energy of the projective.

(c) Estimate the pulse duration T from Equation (148).

(d) Determine the corresponding spectral density from

Equation (149).

(e) Determine the corresponding pressure correlations from

Sec. 7.1.3.
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7.2.2 Breech blast

(a) Determine the angle 0 (degrees) between the centerline

of the weapon and a line drawn from the center of the breech to

the observation point, where 9 - 0 corresponds to the direction
directly toward the rear of the weapon.

(b) Calculate the peak overpressure AP (psi) at the observa-

tion point from

AP 10-1 Pc(R/C)0oGo 6 6 30-1.4 8 exp(5.82 - 0.0428 )

(156)

where, as in Equation (154) , PC represents the chamber pressure

(psi), C the caliber of the weapon (in.), and R the distance (in.)
from the center of the muzzle to the observation point.

(c) Calculate the corresponding impulse I (psi-sec) from

I = 0.1 (PcE2)'/s (R/C) 0 "0 0 3 7 90 - 0.904exp(6.30 - 0.362e)

(157)
(d) Determine the pulse durdtion TI by use of Equation

(148) and calculate the spectral density from Equation (149).

(e) Evaluate the corresponding pressure correlations by
' application of Sec. 7.1.3.
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7.3 List of Symbols for Sec. VII

Symbol Definition Units*

• A amplitude of pressure component lb/ft 2  (N/M 2 )
n

C caliber (inside diameter of
barrel) ft (i)

E energy release from gun blast ft-lb (Nm)

I impulse lb-sec/ft 2  (NS/m 2 )

P chamber pressure lb/in 2  (N/m 2 )
c

R lateral distance of observation
point from end of barrel ft (i)

S(M) spectral density sec21b2ft- (S2N2m-")

T pulse duration sec (s)II
TR time between pulses sec (s)

U aircraft speed in direction of
projective travel ft/sec (M/S)

b barrel length ft Wm)

f frequency Hz

correlatlon length ft (i)

S r0 distance of surface plane from
muzzle ft (i)

x axial distance of observation
f W

point from end of barrel ft (M)

AP overpressure lb/in 2  (N/i 2 )

ST2T 2 /TR ---

n energy released per unit
mass of projectile ft lb/slug (mN/kg)

0 angle between barrel axis and
line from muzzle to observation
point deg

separation distance ft Wm)
p correlation coefficient ---

W radian frequency rad/sec

*SI units are shown in parentheses where appropriate. The units
indicated here are typical ones; where equations require the use
lof specific units, this is indicated in the text.
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SECTION VIII
BOUNDARY LAYER PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS

8.1 Turbulent Boundary Layers

Boundary layers develop as a consequence of the effect

of viscosity; they are smooth (laminar) at low Reynolds num-

bers and become turbulent at Reynolds numbers that exceed a

critical value. This critical value depends on the local

pressure gradient; for zero pressure gradient the critical

Reynolds numý,er based on the distance of the observation

point from the point of streamline reattachment is of the

ordea- of F x 1046, but for Aon-zero gradients it may be

smaller or greater than this value by a factor of about 100.

The structure of a turbulent boundary layer (and thus

the pressure it exerts on a surface to which it is attached)

depends not only on the Reynolds and Mach numbers, but also

on the surface roughness, the pressure gradient, and the
velocity field outside of the boundary layer. For prediction

of the fluctuating pressures associated with a turbulent

boundary layer, one needs to know its local properties, partic-

ularly its displacement thickness. There exists no simple

analytical. method for predicting this thickness for practical
configu'1ations. If this displacement thickness and other aero-
dynamic parameters are not known from wind-tunnel or flight

tests, use of very approximate empirical prediction relations

is indicated.
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8.1.1 Rms pressure

Estimate the root-mean-square pressure p at a point

under a turbulent boundary from

{O.006/(i + o.14 M') for M < 5
q 0.00133 for M > 5 (158)

where q and M denote the dynamic pressure and Mach number,
respectively, both as measured in the free-stream.

8.1 .2 Power Spectral Density

For subsonic free-stream flows (M < 1) find the power

spectral density S(f) from*

s+(21 f6* 2]
f• [) (159)

For jupersonic free-stream flows (M >1), find the power

spectral density S(f) from

r + -2
S = u ( (160)

Here 6' denotes the boundary layer displacement thickness,

U the free-stream flow speed, f the frequency (in Hertz), and
p = (5)' the mean-square pressure as found from equation

8. 1.3 Pressure levels in frequency bands

For subsonic free-stream flows calculate the mean-square

pressure p~f in a band between frequencies f and f from
1 2

* Where 6# is not known from data, take 6* 6/8 for M < 1,
where 6 denotes the boundary layer thickness.
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Pr• [a n 2wf 8\ arc tan (160)

For supersonic free-stream flows, calculate p&f by
integrating S(f) of Equation(.16 0) between f and f .I 2

(Numerical integration is indicated here, because no closed
form solution is available.)

Altern- vely, calculate plf approximately by multiplying
the values t'ound from Equation (160) by F(f ), where

c
w + 20wf c6/U

c I + 20nef6*/U (162)

fc ( f + f )/2
C 2

Find the corresponding sound pressure levels by use of
Equation (8).

8.1.4 Spatial correlations

The pressure correlation coefficient at radian frequency
w may be estimated from

p (C,n) * A A cos (WC/Uc) (163)

where
AC exp (-0.1 w/U c) [0.5 + 0.5 exp (-0.07C/8*)1

Iexp (-1.4 ai/Uc) [0.3 + 0.7 exp (-0.055n/6 4 )] for _0.70.

n exp (-0.223wn/Uc) [0.73 + 0.27 exp (-0.115n/6t)] for a!_0.70.
and (164)

U/Uc = 0.675 + 0.3 exp (-0.11w6/U) - 0.25 exp (-0.38C/6)
(165)

Here o and n denote the separation distances in the streamwlse
and lateral directions, respectively, U. represents the convec-

tion velocity, a denotes the angle of attack, and 0 the half

angle of a cone approximating the surface locally.
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i .8.2 Transitional Boundary Layers

In a transitional boundary layer, the boundary layer struc-
ture changes from laminar to fully turbulent. Transition is a
sensitive phenomenon that depends strongly on Reynolds number,
surface roughness, surface discontinuities, and pressure gradients.
Because of the complexity and parameter sensitivity of transi-
tional boundary layers, their characteristics can be estimated

only roughly.

8.2.1 Rms pressure

Estimate the rms pressure p under a transitional boundary
layer from

FI 0.006/ (1 + 0.013M2 ) (166)

where q and M denote the dynamic pressure and Mach number in
the free stream.

* 8.2.2 Power spectral density

i! Estimate the power spectral density S(f) from

Sm -i- .1I-+L)= -- + \u J (167)

where the rms pressure p is found from Eq. (166) , U represents the
local free-stream velocity, f the frequency (in Hertz), and 6
the transitional flow length. If 6 is not known from aero-
dynamic data, estimate it from

a t/8* a 2.9 (1 + 0.013M2')" (168)

where 60 denotes the boundary layer displacement thickness.
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8.2.3 Pressure levels in frequency bands

Use Eqs. ý161) and r162) , but with 43 replaced by 6t, to

find the mean square pressure in each band of interest. Find
the corresponding sound pressure level by use of Eq. (8).

8.2.4 Spatial correlations and convection velocities

Find the turbulent boundary layer convection velocity U.
by use of Eq. (164) ; estimate the convection velocity Uct for

the transitional boundary layer from

Uc tinO.7U0  . (169)

Estimate the spatial correlations by use of Eqs. (163), with

A - exp (-0.06A/Uct) [0.6 + 0.4 exp (-0.024E/6*)]

A = exp (- .-Wn/Uct) [0.6 + 0.4 exp (-0.024 n/6*)] (170)
n c

0.8 for at 0.70

t t0.446 for a > 0.78

8.3 Separated Flows

Separated flow occurs where a boundary layer detaches itself
from a surface, resulting in a region of flow reversal often
characterized by unsteadiness and the formation of large turbu-

lent eddies or vortices.

In general, separation is associated with a sharp edge or
corner, or with an adverse pressure gradient. The separated flow

behind bluff bodies is a special case, called base flow, and
is treated in Sec. 8.4. In supersonic flow, flow separation and
shocks often occur simultaneously and interact to produce a

shook oscillation phenomenon that can generate intense fluctuating

pressures.
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8.3.1 Rms pressures

Estimate the rms pressure F in a separated flow region from

0.045/(1 + MI) for expansion regions

= 0.022 for compression regionsq
tO.1y(l + .5M2 ) for locations where flow separates

or attaches, where shocks may be
present.

Here, Me denotes the Mach number downstream of t,,e expansion,

q the upstream dynamic pressure, and M the upstream Mach numbk '.

8.3.2 Power spectral density

Estimate the power spectral density S(f) from

-- 241 5

5.9 6 e0.17 Ue08 1 (172)
S(f) = Ue e(

where p denotes the rms pressure found from the appropriate

expression of Eq. (170), 6e represents the upstream boundary

layer .hickness, Ue the free-stream velocity upstream of the

separation region, and f the frequency (in Hertz).

8.3.3 Pressure levels in frequency bands

Find the mean square pressure P2f in any band extending

from frequency f, to f 2 by integrating Eq. (172) numerically

between fl and f..
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AlternatIvely, approximate p~f by multiplying S(f) from

Eq. (171) by F(fc) given by Eq. (162).

Find the corresponding sound pressure level by applying

Eq. (8).

8.3.4 Convection velocit''s and spatial correlations

Because for separated flows the narrowband convection velo-

cities vary strongly with wavenumber and frequency, broadband

convection velocities have relatively little meaning.

Estimate the narrowband convection velocity U at frequency

I f from

Uc/Ue - 0.6 + log (f x /Ue) (173)

* wh3re Ue denotes the freestream velocity upstream of the sepera-

tion, and xs represents the streamwise distance of the observation

point from the flow separation point.

Estimate the pressure correlation coefficient at frequency

f from

A A A cos (2wfg/U ) (174)

where

exp [-0.750) for B < 1

A - exp [-0.75& B] 1 < B < 10

exp-.5• B > 10 (175)
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exp [-0.75n] for B < 1

A exp [-0.75ni B"a] B > 1 (176)

B = f6/(6 x 10-sU) (177)e

iHere, E and n denote the separation distances in the streamwise

and cross-stream directions, respectively, 6 represents the up-

stream boundary layer thickness, and Ue the freestream velocity

upstream of the separation region.

8.4 Base Flows

Base flow is separated flow that occurs behind the blunt
termination of a body. Typical base flow is characterized
by flow recirculation and. turbulent vortex shedding.

8.4.1 Rms pressure

Estimate the rms pressure I in a base flow from

0.01O M
- b (178)

1 + 0.04 M1

where Pb denotes the base static pressure and Mb the Mach number

of the flow just outside the base wake.

8.4.2 Power spectral density

Determine the power spectral density S(f) associated with a
base flow from
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S(r) 2 V i + Uwfd) (1179)
;Ub

where p is found from Eq. (178) , f denotes frequency, Ub re-

Spresents the flow velocity Just outside the base flow region,

* and d is the diameter of the base.

8.4.3 Pressure levels in frequency bands

-' Calculate the mean-square pressure p~f in any band extending

from frequency f to frequency f2 from

2 •2[ "rdf wdf 2  (8
f p arctan e arctan =--e (18o)

Use Eq. (8) to find the corresponding sound pressure level.
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8.5 List of Symbols for Sec. VIII

Symbol Definition Units*

B reduced frequency (Eq. 177) ---

F(fC) averaging function, Eq. 162) ---

M Mach number ---

Mb Mach number outside base wake ---

Me Mach number downstream of
expansion

S(f) power spectral density lb sec/ft (N s/m )
U free-stream flow speed ft/sec (m/s)

Uc convection velocity ft/sec (m/s)
Uct convection velocity for

transitional boundary layer ft/sec (m/s)

Ue free-stream velocity
upstream of separation ft/sec (m/s)

f frequency Hz

f average frequency Hz

f), f2 limiting frequencies of band Hz

root-mean-square pressure lb/ft 2  (N/m 2 )

Sbase static pressure lb/ft 2  (N/m 2 )

PA p•mean-square pressure in
frequency band Af (lb 2 /ft') (N 2 m•)

q dynamic pressure lb/ft 2  '1/m 2 )

xs streamwise distance of obser-
S vation point from flow separ-

ation point ft (m)

a angle of attack deg

6 boundary layer thickness ft (m)

6* boundary layer displacement
thickness ft (m)

*SI units are given in parentheses. Units given are typical; a
consistant set must be used in any particular calculation.
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Symbol Definition Units*

8 e boundary layer thickness upstream
of- expansion ft (in)

attransitional flow length ft (mn)
e cone half angle deg

~TI separation distances in stream-
wise and cross-flow directions ft (mn)

wradian frequency Hz
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SECTION IX

CAVITY NOISE

9.1 Introduction

High-speed flow over cavities in aircraft surfaces fre-

quently produces intense pressure fluctuations in the cavity

and attendant radiated sound. Oscillatory pressures in the

cavity are produced essentially by the flow shear layer inter-

acting with the cavity pressure modes and with the cavity

trailing edge. Typically, cavity oscillations begin to occur

at low Mach numbers, become most intense in the transonic re-

gimes and tend to decrease at high Mach numbers.

Cavity pressure oscillations typically involve strong

pure tone components at the few lowest resonance frequencies

of the cavity, and also a broadband noise component. The radi-

ation of noise from these pressure oscillations to regions

outside the cavity is poorly understood. At supersonic speeds,.

the radiation appears to be highly directional and concentrated

largely in the direction normal to the cavity mouth; at low

subsonic speeds the radiation is nearly uniform in all direc-

tions. The pressures experienced by aircraft supfaces sur-

rounding the cavity may be expected to be of the same order as

the pressures in the cavity, for a distance equivalent to about

one cavity depth from the cavitj edges.

Data and estimation methods are available only for shallow

cavities, i.e., for cavities with length/depth ratios greater

than about 2.0. For deep cavities, one can estimate the reso-

nance frequencies reasonably well, but one can only make a very

rough guess at the amplitudes.

Cavities arranged in arrays or pl~aced one behind the other
generally do not interact significantly, and each may be ana-

lyzed independenl.ly of the others.
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The presence of stores in a cavity generally has only

minor effects on the cavity pressure oscillations, provided

the stores do not occupy a major fraction of the cavity vol-

ume and do not interfere with the shear layer over a substan-

tial fraction of the cavity mouth. If such shear layer inter-

ference does occur, then there often result dramatic reductions

in the fluctuating pressures.

9.2 Pressures Inside Cavity

(a) Refer to Figure 61 and determine the dimensions D,

L, W corresponding to a rectangular cavity that approximates

the actual configuration of interest.

(b) Calculate L/D.

9.2.1 Shallow cavities (L/D > 2)

(a) Calculate the oscillation frequencies fl' f2, f 3

corresponding to the lowest three modes from

f (n - 0.25) U/L
n 1.75 + M (1 + 0.2 M2 )-½ n = i, 2, 3 (181)

where

U = free stream air speed

M = aircraft Mach number

(b) Calculate the peak sound pressures / associated
n

with the one-third octave bands containing three lowest modes

from

20 log (/q) = -27 - 3.3 L/D + 25 sech (2M - 2)

20 Jog (•'/q) = 20 log (^'2/q) + 1.3 T,/D - 13 (182)

20 log /3/q) = 20 log (' 2 /q) - 13M + 9
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where q denotes the dynamic pressure.

(c) Find the length-wise distribution of the sound pres-

sures associated with the first three modes from

20 log [Pn(x)/qJ - 20 log ('Pn/q) - 10 [1- Icos(a n X/L)I

+ (.33L/D- .6 )( x/L) (183)

where
3.5 for n a 1

a n 6.3 for n a2
110.0 for n -3 (184)

and
x -distance from cavity leading edge.

The pressures given by Equation (183) are assumed to be con-
stant along the cavity depth and width.

(d) Determine the one-third octave band sound pressure

levels due to broadband noise in the cavity by applying Figure

62.

9.2.2 Deep cavities (L/D < 2)

(a) Calculate estimates of the obcillation frequencies fl,

f2, f 3 corresponding to the lowest three modes from

fn =-n (), n = 1, 2, 3 (185)

where c * speed of sound in air.
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(b) Estimate the sound pressure Pb acting on the cavity

bottom by using

20 log (Pb/c)su 9.0 - 3L/D + 20 log (2M-M 2-0.7) (186)

where q - dynamic pressure.

Note that this estimate is a very approximate one.

(c)Estimate the corresponding pressure distribution in

the depth direction from

()=cos [ 2-l)rT y[ 2 D (1.87)

where

y = distance measured from the floor of the cavity.
Assume that the pressure distribution is uniform in the length

and width direction.

(d) Assume the broadband noise component is negligble.

9.3 Pressures on Surfaces Around Cavity Mouth

9.3.1 Below Mach 0.3 (M < 0.3)

(a) Calculat, the Strouhal number Sn = fnL/U associated

with the pure-tone component at frequency fn from Equation (181)

(b) Find the pure-tone sound pressure psn at the observa-

tion point of interest (at the frequency f n) from

P~n - 0.035 q SnW/ra (188)

wherc
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q - dynamic pressure

W a cavity width
r * distance from center of cavity trailing

edge to observation point.

(c) For a deep cavity (L/D < 2), neglect the broadband
noise contribution. For a shallow cavity (L/D> 2), use Fig-
ure 62 to find the broadband sound pressure levels Lap in

the tavity and then calculate the sound pressure level L
at the surface point of interest from

L La p - 20 log (rs/r ) (189)

where

ro = distance from center of cavity trailing edge to

cavity edge point nearest observation point.

9.3.2 Above Mach 0.3 (M > 0.3)

Looationa Within 2D From a Cavity Edge

At locations less than 2D from a cavity edge, where D
denotes the cavity depth, the pressure is equal to that on the
nearest. cavity interior (bulkhead) surface, which pressure is
estimated by means of the approach described in Section 9.2.

Looations Beyond 2D From a Cavity Rdge

(a) Calculate the sound pressure level Lp at the location on

the cavity interior that is nearert to the surface point of
interest, using the procedure of Section 9 2.

(b) Find the sound pressure level Ld at the surface point
of interest from•
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Ld L - 20 log (re/z ) (190)

where

rd - distance from center of cavity trailing edge

to cavity edge location for which Lp is calculated

r. a distance from center or cavity trailing edge

to observation point on surface
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9.4 List of Symbols for Sec. IX

Symbol Definition Units*

D cavity depth ft (t)

L cavity length ft (i)

Lm sound pressure level in
1/3 octave band, relative
to dynamic pressure dB

L sound pressure level in
cavity, referred to
2 x 10'- N/m' dB

Ls sound pressure level in 1/3
octave band at surface
point (re 2 x 10' N/m2) dB

M aircraft Mach number ---

peak sound pressure for
nth mode lb/in' (N/m')

S, Sn Strouhal number

U free-stream airspeed ft/sec (m/3)

W cavity width ft (M)

c speed of sound in air ft/sec (m/s)

oscillation frequencies for
lowest three cavity modes

n number of mode ---

P sound pressure on cavity
bottom IWO (N/m2)

Psn pure-tone sound pressure at
frequency fn Ib/ft' (N/mr)

q dynamic pressure lb/in' (N/m')
rc distence from center of

cavity trailing edge to
cavity edge point nearestobservation point ft Cm)

'SI units are shown in parentheses. Units given here are typical
ones; a consistant set must be used for any particular calculation.
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r;ISymbol Definition Units*

r s distance from center of cavity
trailing edge to observation
point outside cavity ft (mn)

x distance from cavity leading
edge ft. (in)

y distance from cavity floor ft (mn)

a n distribution adjustment factor
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of , REAR BULKHEAD

FIG. 61. RECTANGULAR CAVITY
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